Dedication to his Grace The Duke of Mondella
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servant is thrice honoured and humbled to be permitted to dedicate to your
noble and esteemed personage, in this Sixty Fourth Year of the Succession, a
true and full account of my travels within the Island of Herttach.
Tis my wish that my observations will assist in illuminating the customs and
singular habits of this island people, with the ardent wish that a better
understanding will be engendered within the minds of all the citizens of
divers nations, and toleration for a manner of living and a moral philosophy
that differs so greatly from our indigenous experience.
May I also be permitted to lay before you drawings executed by my Son,
lately of the Grand Academy. Adept with pen, ink, and gravure, my Son has
faithfully laid down pictorial representations consistent with my descriptions
to him of sundry places and events.

Your humble and obedient servant,

Dr. Alfredo Waldorf
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year, leading an official mission to several countries within the Far Eastern
regions of the known globe. From that time onwards Doctor Waldorf has
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I
Concluding many months of travel across the Greater Continent I arrive at
Le Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans that spans the waters of The Straits of
Scission. Presently I meet Albert, the Official Guide appointed by The Ruling
Council of Herttach to serve me.

THE TRAVELLER. On reaching the town adjacent to the bridge known
universally as the Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans, alluding to the time it took to
plan and build it, I could not but marvel at the speed and nicety in which,
conveyed by Solar Cart, I had been transported along the broad straight roads
through so many and varied domains.
Abundant green and multi-hued fields replete with a multiplicity of crops and
abundance, reaching out to the distant horizon, parting only at intervals to
accommodate neat villages and outlying farms. Fine cities where sometimes I
tarried, or passed by when the necessity of time's hand urged me onwards
with haste. The high towers of publick buildings proclaiming civic pride and
confidence. Squares and monuments. Fine shops and market-halls. Parks and
tree-shaded river banks. Private houses of substance. Humbler dwellings,
clean and wholesomely fettled.
Biding a while in the shadow of the Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans one could
observe Solar-Cart-Highways, reaching in from every direction, thus to
converge at this crossing, where the land ends and sea commences. Solar
Wagons piled high with the fruits of agriculture, industry and commerce.
Men of divers nations, some bearded others shaven. Many attired in the
costume of their native soil. Still others garbed in the common and
universally adopted mode of blue pantaloons. Talk in diverse tongues.
Trading. Gossip. The exchange of intelligence. "What is the state of the
market?" "What news from the north? "How did the crops fare, this season, in
the central regions?" Babble. Odours. Sweet. Rank. Elusive. What a veritable
maelstrom of activity to gaze upon with exultation and wonder.
Forwarded messages having secured for me in advance a bed for the night,

within a small but comfortable inn adjacent to the wharfs and having dined
well " Tender shoots of asparagus dressed with balsam of nut oil and fine
white verjuice and a pinch of basil. A small, sweet, tender fowl, well roasted,
laid for comfort on a bed of small green beans, dressed gently with butter and
a dusting of nutmeg. Goats cheese, black on the exterior, melting white
within, my repast well-rounded with several glasses of dry red wine glowing
with the trapped sun of the southern regions. Replete, I retired to my chamber
and thence to bed, having first given The Watchman pointed instructions, to
rouse me early before the arrival of Albert my appointed guide.
At first light the following morn, sitting at my ease in La Salle à Manger,
partaking of coffee and the final crumbs of crisp fresh rolls, a sturdy man of
middling height entered straight-backed with purpose through the double
doors. Following a brief glance over the assembled company, espied my
languishing in the comfort of my druxom corner and purposely strode
towards me.
ALBERT. "Good morrow to you Sir." I am Albert.
THE TRAVELLER. Rising from my chair I returned his greeting, grasped
and warmly shook a firm hand and urged Albert to sit with me to partake of a
cup of the most excellent coffee.
Albert laughed heartily "Bless you Sir. No time for such a dalliance. Though
I do thank thee most warmly for your consideration," continuing by way of
explanation "You must indeed be unfamiliar with the customs of the region.
We must depart within this hour if we are to reach Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts
Ans and cross in good time to gain entry to The Island of Herttach within a
designated Window of Admission."
There was not even a moment in which to inform myself as to the exact
meaning of a Window of Admission. Albert summoned on my behalf the
Boots & Lobby Manservant. My luggage was loaded in a trice aboard a
richly appointed Solar Cart that stood awaiting on the smoothly paved
forecourt welcoming in the morning sunshine.
Seemingly within minutes of my meeting and introduction to Albert at my
lodgings, we were on the Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans, a well-crafted

structure of notable design, a fine clear sky above, the calm waters of the sea
far below, our Solar Cart moving with ease and dispatch towards the now
visible landfall.
Albert eased himself to greater comfort onLe Siége de Conducteurs, deftly
produced from an inner picket a small snuff-box, a trinket richly decorated
with scenes taken from classical mythology, With a practiced movement of
the thumb, Albert steadied the lid, then let go his other hand from off the
control-bar of the Solar Cart for the instant needed to secure and administer a
pinch. There followed a moment of enjoyment and reflection during which
time he stowed the box back within its customary pocket, only then were his
thoughts and attention directed towards myself.
ALBERT. "Entry to The Island of Herttach within a designated Window of
Admission," he mused, changing his posture to command a better view from
the driving bench. 'some years past, there was proposed a well considered
scheme. It was thought expedient that all the nations within the Greater
Continent should combine, and by this means, multiply and combine their
natural and manufactured resources, thence to further the happiness of the
peoples who had the good fortune to live within its boundaries."
Contemplating the weight of a phrase or two on his tongue he paused for a
moment before continuing.
"People. Merchandise. Now move without let or hindrance within the Greater
Continent. Nevertheless The Parliament of The Island of Herttach considered
it unwise to concede too many points of otherwise general agreement.
Exclusions were sought and secured, to the general satisfaction of both the
Parliament and the citizens of Herttach. I will quote Sir from The Minikin
Blue Book a compilation of wise saws, noted verbatim as they purled from
off the lips the personage who became universally acknowledged to have
been one of our greatest Statespersons. The Minikin Blue Book is a
compendium much revered by all loyal and true citizens of the realm. Indeed
Sir. Tis the custom that every child both male and female be presented with a
copy of this matchless t"me to mark the casting of their swaddlings."

Only when sailing on the decks of an illusion can true peace and contentment
to be found
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw I

"A Herttach citizen born and bred Sir. I can inform you with certainty that
those who command and direct our law making are sage, drawing upon
accrued knowledge of centuries of governmental practice concerning foreign
lands and peoples. Reluctant to forgo the many gains that might accrue by
embracing the proposals for general combination of domains of The Great
Continent, it was still considered unwise that the notion of movement without
hindrance should be accepted and applied in its totality.
Thus the Window of Arrival. Mooted by a member of the ruling council, it
was legislated there should be no obstacle to free movement, but entry to the
shores of our blessed island would only be permitted between ten and a
quarter past ten in the morning on even dates, and between eleven and eleven
thirty on odd dates. This rendered even more effective when term Odd Dates
was struck from the calendar, The Inappropriate and Mischievous Words
Committee, declaring the word, Odd, be excised forthwith from common and
official usage as a demeaning epithet and therefore not fitting to the spirit of
the age."
THE TRAVELLER. I thanked Albert most warmly for imparting this most
illuminating information. It had that had in the telling made me unaware that
we had almost reached our destination. Moments later we exited from off the
Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans and made landfall on the shores of The Island
of Herttach.
I was amazed to observe that we were confronted by what appeared to be an
enormous wall of glass stretching out in every direction. Rising from the very
earth, reaching up to touch and disappear into the clouds above us. It
shimmered in the morning light seemingly solid and yet liquid. Never before
had I encountered such a coastal barrier. My fears were however without
foundation, The Solar Cart passed through this singular barrier with ease,
though I myself was expectant of disaster at any instant. The Solar Cart came

to rest on its obverse side undamaged, as we ourselves were, neither men or
conveyance in any manner scathed by our passing through this singular
translucent curtain.
Before us lay a narrow highway constructed of some Grey ill-maintained
material pre-ordained our route ahead. Stationery, two abreast, lines of Solar
Carts and Solar Wagons stretching out as far as the eye could determine.
Making utility of this total lack of forward motion, Albert pointed back from
whence we had come.
I turned my head to join his gaze and looking at Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans
through the transparent barrier hardly visible from its obverse, I did not in
truth recognise the structure we had recently traversed. The Pont Cent
Quatre-Vingts Ans now gave the appearance of having been constructed from
old bits of iron and stone, the whole structure leaning at a curious angle,
imminently about to fall and crumble into the dark waters of the sea.
Albert handed me a spy-glass, an instrument of obvious quality fashioned
from brass and equipped with the finest optics. Around the eye-piece
engraved a legend: Of Far Eastern Manufacture. Albert indicated that I
should observe the far shore from whence we had just journeyed. I did as I
was bid and my gasp of surprise and unsettled demeanour brought forth peals
of laughter from the ample throat of my guide. The place where I had spent
the previous night in such comfort, a coastal town of distinction and sound
construction, when viewed from the Herttach side of the transparent barrier,
appeared to consist of nothing more than a group of ramshackle buildings,
all overcast by a pall of black smoke, belching from open fires and chimney
pots.
My eyes being distracted and mind somewhat bemused by what I was
observing, I lurched forward with a jolt as the Solar Cart moved off without
prior warning. This traction was however short in duration, coming to a rest
no more than half a league along the highway the line of Solar Carts and
Solar Wagons to our front having halted.
Close by I spied, hard to the highway a Money Changer's place of business
and indicated to Albert that perhaps it would be wise for me to obtain an
ample supply of the currency of Herttach.

ALBERT. Considered this for a moment and then from an outer pocket of
his jerkin produced a small roll of parchment. Unrolling the document, he
delineated its contents. "You will see Sir. affixed at the foot of this paper the
red wax official seal of our Office of External Affairs. On learning of your
intended visit to our country, and knowing well your reputation as a scholar,
writer, and traveller, it was decided by the highest chamber, that the common
purse would defray all the expenses you might incur during your sojourn
within these shores. Change coin if you must Sir. Though tiss my considered
opinion you will have little use or need of it."
THE TRAVELLER. I expressed my surprise and delight at this unexpected
and unsought for generosity and bade Albert to convey my appreciation to
the proper authority when time permitted him to do so. Nevertheless I stated
my intention to change some coin as a safeguard against the hazard that I
should not be without the means to pay my way should we become separated
by some unforeseen manifestation of chance.
I bade him rest a moment and alighting from the Solar Cart entered the
Money Changer's Office, a backward glance at the stationery line of traffic
confirming my opinion that there was little danger my personal mode of
conveyance would be elsewhere when I emerged after having completed my
business.
Inside I found myself confronting a sallow man of about sixty years old,
attired soberly in style and colour appropriate to those who spend their days
transacting coin. Sitting behind a large oaken desk, he looked up at me for a
moment, putting the quill with which he was adding to the rows of figures in
the ledger, to rest besides a large copper lidded ink pot.
From my store of coinage, kept well concealed in stout leather money-belt,
worn beneath my waistcoat, I fetched out twelve Golden Ecudoros, counting
them out in a row on the desk top. Taking the coins one by one, each coin
was carefully scrutinised and then weighed using a small hand-balance of the
Roman type. Assured, my gold was dropped, coin by coin, into an iron-bound
wooden money-chest. Locking the coffer, my opposite in this piece of
business, slid open desk-draw and from it took out a leather money bag of no
small size, fastened closely with a draw-string. It was pushed across the desk
towards me and information imparted in thin dry tones that it contained the

equivalent of my twelve gold coins in Herttach Crowns. Assuming without
question The Money Changer to be a man of repute, I saw little need to count
what was proffered and picked up the money-bag unopened and intact. It's
weight caused me no small surprise. The bag was of such size that there was
no manner in which it could be secreted within the security of my moneybelt.
Bidding farewell to the tonsured crown of the Money Changer's head, he
having picked up his quill and resumed the task of entering figures into The
Ledger, I returned to the Solar Cart and requesting Albert to grant me a
further moment of indulgence, opened my most commodious valise, pushing
the money-bag well down inside it, fastened and secured the buckles.

Hurry Station

II
On the making of slow progress towards our first destination, with some
observations concerning the curious modus operandi of Hurry Stations.

THE TRAVELLER. During passing of one hour of the clock the line of
Solar Carts had not advanced more than twenty leagues and by way of
discourse to lighten our static condition, I remarked that surely this delay,
frittering time and substance, must prove vexatious to many travellers.
ALBERT. "By The Thuddock of Saint Tossbairn," he expostulated "My
Dear Sir. heavy but equitable taxes are levied on all Solar Carts and Solar
Wagons. The revenues accrued thereof an invaluable means for of refilling
the treasury coffers. Consider if this highway were to be widened. The
surface maintained in smooth order. Solar Carts and Solar Wagons would
then be enabled to move at greater velocity. What would the outcome of this
be? Hard usage and greater wear and thus the need to repair more often than
is customary. Ensuring gentle velocity at all times, our current provision is
sufficient to permit movement in a forward direction, but not in a manner so
hasty that would prove deleterious to the highway. Thus by keeping the road
in a less than ample condition, unhurried traffic, thus overmuch expenditure
to fund more frequent renewal constrained."
THE TRAVELLER. "But surely" I expostulated "What of the wastage of
much time to the citizen? The loss to pocket-book and ledger? The loss to
industry and enterprise? Surely the inevitable results of such delay. If monies
were expended to improve the dispatch with which men and goods could
move between cities could not a sound argument be presented that shewed
that resultant improvements could in all probability exceed the perceived
benefits of customary practice?"
ALBERT. "A plausible notion Sir. But contrary."

All concerns shall be sufficient unto themselves and be not considered related
to other divers matters.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw IV

"The Minikin Blue Book is definite with regard to such politick. It can, and
has elsewhere been argued, that viewing the whole, as opposed to the
consideration of constituent factors of is expedient. But such modes of
thinking are considered alien within these noble shores of Herttach. Tis our
wont to let such conceits be the polity of other nations."
THE TRAVELLER. "Consider," I replied pressing hard my argument. "The
ease with which I crossed The Greater Continent on fine straight highways,
well maintained, well ordered, when thus compared to our current rate of
ambulation along this highway. Surely no reasonable observer could not but
infer that...."
ALBERT. "No Sir," he interjected, cutting short my intended remarks in a
firm but kindly manner. 'such tis not our manner of doing. And indeed Sir, I
am assured by the highest authorities in the land that time will convince other
nations within The Great Continent that our modes of policy and politik are
matchlessly superior."
THE TRAVELLER. Laying my case hard, I proposed that seeing the
advantages of philosophy and practice current within the territories grouped
on the far side of The Straits Scission, the citizens of Herttach must compare
and wonder."
ALBERT. He smiled and retorted in a manner with which one might address
a dullard child. "Comparison Sir! Have you already erased from your mind
the scene you observed hard on your arrival, when I directed your gaze to
view The Pont Cent Quatre-Vingts Ans and the city and port across The
Straits of Scission? That is without doubt the universally perceived reality
when looking outward from any vantage point within the boundaries of The
Island of Herttach."

THE TRAVELLER. Feeling somewhat rebuked and not wholly convinced,
nevertheless held my own council for sometime after.
The surrounding countryside was amiable enough but dull, being somewhat
flat and featureless with nothing much to excite the attention. Presently, I
could not but observe large numbers of people of both sexes walking quickly
alongside the highway passing by without a sideward glance at the line of
slow moving Solar Carts and Solar Wagons. Without exception they all bore
heavy and laboured expressions upon their faces. Each and everyone of them
carried on their backs a small canvas bag of identical colour, design, and
manufacture. Every five leagues distance apart, were situated, close by the
highway, small buildings painted in drab colours, all in a poor state of repair,
where waiting with dull resignation outside of a single doorway, knapsack
carrying files of perceptibly burdened people.
ALBERT. Noticing the direction of my glance. "Hurry Stations."
Our Solar Cart moved on for not less than four minutes and then again halted.
ALBERT. "Consider the instance of people lacking gainful occupation. Are
they to loll about all day receiving without effort the manifest benefits The
State of Herttach so generously allows them? Why no Sir. Such a mode of
life would be without value both to the individual or the common good.
Following a fulsome examination by certain officials to ascertain their case,
such persons are given the small canvas bag you observe them carrying, the
value of which is of course deducted over time from future emoluments. Each
day they must travel between an allotted number of Hurry Stations, and on
arriving there are given a small disk of valueless coloured stone, a different
colour for each particular office. At the close of each day they must then
present themselves to the official who oversees the district wherein they
dwell, there to display before him the set of stones they have gathered, and
thus having proved completion of the circuit demanded for that day, thence
receive a portion of food, money, or goods in kind, calculated by the proper
authority as being sufficient to sustain persons of this class."
THE TRAVELLER. "Hurry Stations?" I inquired of him.
ALBERT. "Just common parlance. No less, no more. There are a fixed

number of hours within which the claimant must complete the day's circuit or
suffer the possibility of forfeiture of benefits."
THE TRAVELLER. The Solar Cart again moved on. "Knowing that you
will excuse my profound ignorance of such matters," I said just at a moment
when the line of traffic came yet again to a halt, our Solar Cart then opposite
to a Hurry Station that was mouldering amidst a particularly unpleasant and
marshy piece of land. "Would it not be better to employ these people with
useful work. To maintain the highway in good order for example? Thus
receiving recompense for productive employ?"
ALBERT. "Goodness Sir. Would be deemed unwise," He paused for a
moment to blow an amused nose into a large white, red and blue edged,
pocket handkerchief. 'such notions would encourage those without work to
imagine that The State of Herttach is responsible for their condition. Oh! No!
Sir! It would be neither wise nor seemly. The Minikin Blue Book states
without equivocation."

Belief in cause and effect is a profound delusion.
The Mnikin Blue Book. Saw XII

THE TRAVELLER. This was something to which I felt unable to reply
without some prior consideration, so I inquired of Albert, by way of gleaning
information. "And what number of unfortunates such as these, treading such
dismal paths, are there throughout this The Island of Herttach?" sweeping a
demonstrative arm whilst we slowly drove past the bunched line of trudging
supplicants.
ALBERT."That depends Sir. The answer to such an inquiry begins at the
point at which you commence your considerations and what is the mode of
calculation is employed."
THE TRAVELLER. 'surely numbers are numbers," I stated with certainty.
Holding up my hands and continuing. "My hands have ten digits. Ten equals

ten in universal application. Ten people are ten people. Ten thousand people
are ten thousand people."
ALBERT. "To consider thus is an unschooled view of the workings and
application of Statistick. Let it rest now, but I venture to suggest Sir that on
our eventual arrival at The Capital, of Herttach your observations of the
concerns and procedures of our government and administration will indeed
prove to be a time of searching reflection and enlightenment."
THE TRAVELLER. Our discourse seemingly having reached en passe and
The Solar Cart proceeding at a moderately quicker pace, I took the
opportunity during the ensuing silence to reflect and jot down a few lines in
my aide memoire thus to assist, when at greater length, write within the pages
of my Travel Journal, if there would be an unfilled period of time available
that coming nightfall.

Inn abutting the church of St. Norman The Lamenter

III
We arrive at a small country town and there sup at an inn. Notes and
observations concerning those who dwell in a village situated deep in a
region of agricultural enterprise.

THE TRAVELLER. The clock high in the venerable tower of the church of
Saint Norman the Lamenter struck one after noon as we drove into a small
country town. It being the hour in which it is customary to sup, little activity
was to be observed, most indoors at meat and drink. Albert knowing the place
well went directly to towards an inn that stood in the shadow of the church
The Innkeeper, said Albert, was an old acquaintance, and often having need
to pass this way, twas his custom to make halt if the time of day to take
sustenance.
Parking the Solar Cart in the inn-yard, we got down, crossed the cobbles and
made our entrance. The interior was ancient in design, displaying an array of
fine craftsmanship in wood and metal. Great oak beams held the ceiling aloft.
Cunningly carved pillars of similar timber adorned the main serving place.
Great quantities of artefacts decorated shelves and chimney-piece. Objects
fashioned from glass and copper. Kettles. Preserving-pans. Fire-irons.
Curling-tongues. A deal of other objects unfamiliar to myself. Indeed a
diversity too numerous to grasp within a brief moment of observation.
In the public rooms, several persons from the locality, all male, were sitting,
lounging, eating and drinking. One small group were playing a game the like
of which I had naught before seen. Small arrows fashioned from wood and
metal with feather flights being hurled at a round board edged with numerals,
affixed on the wall some four paces distant from the thrower. Of the rules
governing this pastime, I knew not, and made a note to interrogate Albert
concerning the matter when there was moment that allowed me to do so.
Fredrick the good innkeeper of the hostelry registering our entrance, smiled
in recognition at the welcome sight of an old acquaintance.

ALBERT. "Good morrow Fredrick. How are thee this fiddlesome day?"
FREDRICK. "Middling. Fair to middling, Albert my worthy friend. The
Misses is low with a ague and has been abed since these four days."
ALBERT. "Disconsolate to be thus informed."
FREDRICK. "No matter," sighing 'such events are but the purdle of our
daily toil."
ALBERT. Nodding sagely. "A truesome observation my old companion and
mentor."
FREDRICK."And what purpose this day fetches thee to visit this blinsey
shire?" grasping the pump of the beer engine "Your usual preference?"
ALBERT. "Two flagons of Murkey and Ancient."
THE TRAVELLER. He gestured towards me and I concurred with his
choice of beverage.
ALBERT. "I am as acting as guide, Solar Cart Driver, and companion to this
gentleman and scholar who hails from far distant parts. Tis his first visit to
The Island of Herttach."
FREDRICK. "Indeed Sir," shaking my hand across the expanse of bar top
whilst his other hand pressed a button atop the beer-engine, filling two
flagons in a gaseous instant. "I am sure your stay will be a fulsome one,
rendered all the more so by the store of knowledge and wisdom my old
campaigner, Albert, stores within his pottled brow."
THE TRAVELLER. I inquired if he had ever made a visit other lands? He
seemed astonished and not a little amused at this suggestion.
FREDRICK."Never considered the necessity. I tell you plainly, that in more
than thirty years, I have never ventured further than six leagues beyond the
spot where we are now all standing."
ALBERT. "What have thee on offer today?" Passing a flagon to me and

taking a deep draught from his own pot.
THE TRAVELLER. I took a sip of exploration at what proved to be a
neutral tasting, slightly tepid, flatulent, liquid.
FREDRICK. "Let me consider well for a moment," picking up from the bar
a book covered with red-leather quilted end-pieces and reading from the card
within "Mother Warton's Meat Pudding. Farmhouse Pot. Aunt Alice's Pressed
Tongue Collation."
FREDRICK. "And particular too this day, March Time Game Pie."
ALBERT. "All good Herttach fare."
THE TRAVELLER. "Intimating that the choice for myself could be left in
his capable hands, myself not being familiar with the cuisine native to his
country. He at once commanded two Mother Warton's Meat Puddings."
FREDRICK. "A moment gentlemen. Home-wrought victuals needs time to
dress."
THE TRAVELLER. Taking down a glass jar from a high shelf behind the
bar, a space it occupied with a whole row of glass containers, identical except
for their labels. He then took from off another shelf two oval earthenware
dishes, opened the jar, and measured a spoonful of it's contents powdery into
each dish. After replacing the jar snugly between its fellows, carried a kettle
that was boiling merrily nearby on a hotplate over to the dishes and poured a
measure of hot water into each in turn. Bubbling and expansive hissing
ensured. A faint, indefinable aroma permeated the air. Frederick pushed the
bowls towards us across the top of the bar, the original spoonfuls of powder
having miraculously expanded brim full in the serving dishes.
FREDRICK. "Your repast gentlemen. Consume and relish. Nought like
good home-dressed Herttach victuals to pleasure a man."
ALBERT. "Or maid."
THE TRAVELLER. Jesting he put the oval dish on the table before me. I

dipped my spoon, tasted, pondered inwardly recollecting the meal I partook
of the previous evening before crossing the waters. Silence followed whilst
we ate and supped. Fredrick taking himself off to tend the needs of other
customers before returning presently. Seeing we had eaten and his many
other claimants having had their particular needs attended to, fetched us both
a dish of coffee, with a small mint sweetmeat to accompany it. He sat down
at our board and spread a folio of drawings for our delectation.
FREDRICK. "Having now sustained your inner selves, I considered, you
being a stranger to these parts, it might divert you to see a likeness of the
interior of these chambers before we commenced improvement and
transformation, results in which we take great satisfaction."
THE TRAVELLER. Intrigued I scanned the cartoons in detail, comparing it
with our present surroundings. In no manner could I discover any divergence
between the sketches and the current arrangements. Surprised, I said as much.
FREDRICK. "But of course there is no difference in aspect," said the good
landlord. "But well heed this demonstration."
THE TRAVELLER. Tapping one of the beams with his knuckles produced
a hollow sound. He did likewise with other outwardly looking solid surfaces.
FREDRICK. "Not a splinter of the original wood remains," He explained
seemingly well pleased "Everything you can see about you is cunningly
fashioned from Rational Materials."
THE TRAVELLER. Picking up a copper kettle from the hearth-stone and
taking up a spoon he rapped the bottom of the vessel. Instead of the expected
metallic sound a dull-ish thud.
FREDRICK. "You would even with close scrutiny imagine this object to be
worked in copper? No my gradely friend. This is wrought from a substance
similar in composition to that shapes all these other salient features about
you."
THE TRAVELLER. Rapping again on the trusses with mighty satisfaction,
he lifted up with his finger tips what I took to be a cat, cast in iron, though it

appeared to be metal, it weighed no more than a bag of feathers. Confused I
inquired why remove the original interior features and artifacts only to
replace them with items of identical design but constructed from different
base materials? Our good host and possessor of everything about us raised an
amused eyebrow and exchanged quizzical glances with Albert before
proffering the following observations.
FREDRICK. "The new must replace the old! Tis the only proper manner of
the doing. An infant not long out of Raddle Bands would know this. The
Minikin Blue Book rightly proclaims:

All in the past is confusion. Excepting certain parts of the past where defeat
and despondency was rightly claimed as victory glorious.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XXI

ALBERT. Spoke to me kindly but firmly 'surely Sir such philosophy is
current in foreign parts?" adding before I could answer "Perhaps the self
evident superiority sof our customs by their very nature percolate with little
haste."
THE TRAVELLER. Albert and The Good Landlord nodded to each in
agreement. After further conversation the room a sudden filled to capacity, a
large Solar Wagon having arrived discharging passengers in need of meat and
drink. We took our leave of the tranquil innkeeper thanking him most warmly
for his many and good natured pleas that he might at some moment in the
future have the pleasure of bestowing on us the manifest delights of his
establishment.
Mounting our Solar Cart refreshed, we made our exit and Albert steered us
back to the highway on towards our next destination. For the next hour we
made a route down narrow lanes, between high banks and hedges, until at last
around five o"clock in the evening reached the village of Woolton Over
Durlow, where Albert had arranged in advance for us to lodge the night,

having had rooms reserved for us at The Hoe and Deed Box, a hostelry of
good repute, so Albert had informed me.
It was a compact and well ordered village with a multiplicity houses and
cottages in fine order. Most were built with with a grey soft hued stone
quarried in the locality. Neat gardens spread outwards and around the
respective dwellings, heady with flowers edging neat lawns, high fences
screening private areas from the publick view. There were no shops or any
other commerce discernible, this I thought was usual for the inhabitants of
isolated places. Even more disconcerting, there was no sign of any living
persons. I also became aware that even though it was still daylight and the
sun shining warmly, every window was barred and shuttered, not a single
pane of unguarded glass visible as we drove down the main street to reach
The Hoe and Deed Box.
Passing the façade of the building where we were to pass the night Albert
drove on passing it to the boundaries of the village telling me as time was not
pressing, thus he would show me a few salient features of this rustic location.
Bringing the Solar Cart to a halt at the far side of the village he directed my
gaze toward the fields, or more exactly The Field. Never had I seen such an
unbroken expanse of cultivated land filled as far as the eye could see with
some farinaceous crop. "Who tends this?" I inquired of him "I observed no
peasants, idle or labouring, as we passed through the village?"
ALBERT. "Well Sir. This being a Friday, The Villagers, will as is their
custom commence their arrival before dusk. With regard to the peasant who
tends these crops. He will surely be hard-to manning his Toil Station even as
we converse."
THE TRAVELLER. "The Peasant?"
ALBERT. "Born, raised and worked in these parts since he was but a callow
boy."
THE TRAVELLER. "Are there no others?" I asked him fearing I misheard
some part of our conversation.

ALBERT. "Others Sir?" he replied perplexed at my confusion "There are no
others. Why should there be others? The countryside is no fitting place for
peasants to dwell." Then as if to make an allowance for my ignorance
"Perhaps you are thinking of much earlier times when I was, and perhaps you
were, but infants? In those distant times numerous persons did in truth tend
crops and livestock. Everything altered when The New System of Cultivation
and Husbandry was devised and applied to general usage. Surely you must be
aware of this transformation?" Observing my silence he continued "In general
principle use is made of the subtle application of a system of wires, Self
Steering Solar Carts made for agricultural purpose, levers of control at a
central point, pipes for irrigation and the transfer of a host of potent liquid
aids to fertility. All the lands you can see and far more besides are ploughed,
harrowed, sown, tended, and then in turn reaped under the control of but one
man. Is this not witness to human ingenuity? Believe me when I tell you Sir.
in these fortuitous times, throughout the length of this fair island of ours, not
more than give a hundred persons are required to produce all the crops
needed for our own consumption and the surplus for exportation."
THE TRAVELLER. "And the beasts of fields?" I asked, not having seen
any herds, flocks, or animals grazing.
ALBERT. "Livestock is confined throughout the year beneath cover.
Likewise the ingenious interaction of mechanical devices, herds the cows,
takes their milk. Tends the sheep and shears their fleeces during the proper
season. Raises Hogs. Feeds and raises Fowls. Collects eggs. Slaughters
beasts. Butchers, quarters, joints, in preparedness for speedy transportation to
sundry markets."
THE TRAVELLER. "What of The Villagers you alluded to on our arrival.
What part do they play in this order of things?"
ALBERT. "The Villagers Sir. They fulfil a role central to maintaining the
ancient traditions of our rural areas. We will make haste to our intended place
of lodging The Hoe and Deed Box and there over a tankard or two we will be
able to observe their coming and thus I will be enabled to inform you, both in
name and detail, matters concerning the elevated positions they occupy in
society. Tis fortunate we are here on a Friday and can view the spectacle, The
Arrival of the Villagers is a event but few are privileged to witness."

THE TRAVELLER. Confused I inquired "Do they not dwell here in the
village every other day and night?"
ALBERT. "Other nights Sir. Forgive my levity but since our first meeting
there are times when I consider wither we both dwell within the same
moment of time and space. The Villagers only take up residence in villages
Friday evening until moon up Sunday. What other mode of conduct could
there be?"
THE TRAVELLER. Having so said, and observing I was not about to offer
any riposte, Albert turned the Solar Cart back towards The Hoe and Deed
Box.
Some brief time later, having been greeted with some ceremony by The
Patron,we sought in our respective chambers to cleanse ourselves from the
dust of the highway, before which we agreed a convenient time to meet again
in the elegant publick room.
Refreshed I descended the carpeted stairway and rejoined Albert who put a
tankard before each of us as we settled in comfort on an upholstered windowseat that overlooked the village street. Hardly had I taken a first draught of
ale before sighting what proved to be the first one of many Regal Solar Carts
making a stately passage along the principal thoroughfare. Albert named the
most important passengers, each in turn as they drove past our vantage point.
ALBERT. "William Allwin The Banker, a most powerful man of trade and
commerce. Briggs-Watford The Surgeon whose skill with the blade and saw
is legendary. Dibble, Dibble, and Crawshaw, Goldsmiths. The Honourable
William Bribeham, Principal Secretary to The Army Office. Walter Pugh
MA, Director of the Scientific Engine Manufactory. Lord and Lady CoombeHathmore, of independent means. Wilson J Noflag, shipping magnate. Sir
Paulus Acne, editor of a notable news sheet and most influential in
governmental circles. Sir Naislow Coinfall, Keeper of the State Counting
House. The Honourable David Rollem, owner of many Halls of Chance. Sir
Falcon Goodblunt, whose opinions are sought avidly by all from the highest
to the lowest in the land. "Lady Lila Lashmount popular writer of verve and
controversy from her earliest years.'s

THE TRAVELLER. The Arrival of The Villagers saw the hour-glass turned
and I was honoured indeed to view so many of the leading citizens of
Herttach as they made a path to their places of residence, accompanied by
wives, children, sundry other ladies most young in years, their servants and
helpers. Never will I forget the spectacle, my poor penmanship not skilled
enough to describe the splendid livery of Solar Carts, quality of dress,
graceful demeanour of carriage of the persons alighting. Lights soon shone
from every window.
Partaking meat before retiring abed, Albert informed me further of the
multifarious and beneficent activities of The Villagers. The public-room had
started to fill with many of these recently arrived, all seeking food drink and
the company of their equals. Rather in awe finding ourselves in such close
proximity with such persons of rank and quality we secured a plain table
hard-by in small adjoining room and supped on ale and consumed Country
Fellow's Pot, the hot water used to prepare the dish poured by no less a
personage than the good wife of The Innkeeper.
ALBERT. "The catalogue of benefits these most esteemed people ummeasurable," he informed me casting a respectful glance towards the
principal publick room "The never ceasing improvement of the quality of
village life is indeed fed by boundless generosity of these Villagers. Breeding
mute land and water fowl brings peace to early mornings. Likewise the
rendering inoperative by surgical or genetic means the vocal organs of the
beasts of the field ensures similar quietude. The act essential to procreation of
birds and beasts occurs in special high-walled enclosures away from the
common gaze. No noxious odours occur, all by-products of husbandry being
deposited in sealed vessels and then conveyed for disposal elsewhere. Cheese
making. Butter churning. The transformation of agricultural produce
gainfully employs the town-dweller, thus leaving our countryside and the
villages to those who possess the inbred capacity too embrace and appreciate
the elemental beauty of rural living."
THE TRAVELLER. I could not fail to observe groups of Villages throwing
rolls bread towards each other, the detail and meaning of this custom I must
investigate later.
Considering this was but my first day in the Island of Herttach I had learned

much and found things to look upon and wonder. The hour being late Albert
and myself took leave until the morrow seeking the comforts of our
respective chambers. Abed in my four-poster, a rap with my knuckle on
whose uprights confirmed my suspicion that it was constructed from Rational
Materials, I fell into uneasy slumber only to be woken at some later hour.
Outside of my window noise from the inn yard below. Torrents of verbosity.
The tuneless singing of glees. A profane curse or two. Coquettish shrieks.
The noisy closing of Solar Cart doors. Snatches of conversation in loud
whispers concerning assignations.
Matters having quietened somewhat around the third hour after midnight, I
lapsed into uneasy slumber thankful that in these parts cockerels were mute.

Lecture Theatre at The Great School

IV
On route to the northern regions there to view sundry manufactories, we fall
to discussing instructing the young and spend time visiting a place of public
education.

THE TRAVELLER. Attending to my valise in preparation for the coming
journey I took the leather bag I had been given by the Money Changer to
assure myself of its security. It was still tightly closed just as I had received
it, having had no need of the contents. I fancied however that it felt a trifle
less bulky than when I had first stowed it down in the depths of my travelling
bag. This I reasoned was to my lightheadedness, a condition I was oft cursed
with when waking after a night of broken slumber combined with a void in
my stomach.
After breaking-fast at nine, tepid coffeenious liquid and current bread, a
collation described by the servitor to be The Great Continental Breakfast we
took leave of The Hoe and Deed-Box Inn.
Much of the village was still unroused through the prospect for that day
seemed fine, a warm sun showing a golden eye above the high poplars
shadowing our road. Albert talked in some detail of the previous evening in
an amused and tolerant fashion as our carriage skirted with some difficulty
several Solar Carts upended on the highway and ditches, apparently the result
of inebriation. The Innkeeper recounted before our departure how some
revelers during the previous eve could barely control the direction of their
shoes, let along the steering-bar of any mechanical means of conveyance. On
questioning if such behaviour was not a grave danger to the perpetrators and
the population in general? I was reassured to be informed; The Villagers
needed, nay were entitled by right to these hours untrammelled, so to be
better equipped to bear week day stress inherent within high office.
Not far distant, about one hours journey, Albert brought the Solar Cart to a
halt nearby the majestic wrought iron gates of what appeared to be the

perimeter of a large country estate. We turned off the road and drove past The
Lodge Keepers House. The Gatekeeper saluted our entrance with a respectful
touch of his forelock. We thence continued at a steady pace along a wide
graveled road that reached an ending in front of an extensive, ivy clad, group
of buildings. Resplendent with towers and mock ramparts built with
sandstone, a pennant fluttered in the morning breeze from a flag-pole set up
high on the roof. Either side of the main approach, flat green turf marked
with white lines and wooden posts, was an area reserved for a sport the
playing of which I was unfamiliar. Large numbers of young men dressed in
striped upper garments and brief draws were taking up positions on what I
inferred to be the field of play. As we passed, I saw just for an instant one
youth running hard with a curiously shaped ball clasped hard beneath his
armpit, only to be pounced on by other players until he disappeared
completely under a writhing, kicking mass of arms and legs.
Halting outside of the main portal, a man, who I would judge to be in his
middle-thirtieth year, clad in flowing black robes of ceremonial bent, walked
with purpose through the ajar iron-studded double doors to greet us. Albert
had arranged for our cordial reception in advance, knowing of my desire to
see as much of the life and institutions of his country as was possible within
our time set period of excursion.
ALBERT. "Good morrow to you Proctor. This is the distinguished person,
from foreign parts, I described to you in my missive."
THE TRAVELLER. They shook hands and Albert made our introductions,
explaining to me that The Proctor and he were old scholars and comrades.
THE PROCTOR. "Good morrow Sir," grasping my hand with fingers of
steel. "Welcome. It will be my privilege to inform you about the history and
objectives of this noble and ancient place of learning." Then casting a glance
at the fields continued "I trust you observed the progress of The Games as
you passed them by? All the boys take some part. Action on the field of play
is mettlesome preparation for the field of life."
THE TRAVELLER. Assuming my assent, we all three started up the broad
flight of stone steps that led to the main portal. The Proctor bade us notice a
heraldic device carved above the entrance, a lion rampant, a Latin tag

emblazoned at the foot of the device, a translation of which read thus Steadfast in All Things.
THE PROCTOR. "Our foundation harks back more than four hundred
years, the principal intent to educate the poorer, though aspiring classes, of
society at that time. We continue to embody and disseminate the principal
aims inscribed within our charter. No man could wish more than for his sons
to receive their education in this place. Indeed I can relate with some pride
that we can note many instances where the sons of several generations of a
single family have attended."
THE TRAVELLER. I inquired by what means intending pupils were
selected? Written examination? Geographical location? Recommendation?
Patronage?
THE PROCTOR. 'selection is not onerous. We are truly a public and open
institution willing to admit all regardless, thereby providing a model for
emulation and aspiration. All we require for enrollment is the payment, in
advance, of twenty eight thousand Herttach Crowns per annum, plus some
additional, though minor, emoluments."
ALBERT. "Tis but a small price for inculcating what is necessary for the
development of a fruitful later life. Note well Sir, most persons holding high
position in public and private life received their education within this seat of
learning and other like establishments. Advantages to which all can have
access truly is the essential precondition of harmonious social contract."
THE TRAVELLER. I agreed with him that society must utilise the talents
of all citizens if prosperity and social order is the desired result. Though
restrained by consideration for our gracious host, The Proctor, I did not
express the question uppermost in my mind, concerning what path was
available for children with ability, but limited access wealth or income.
Thinking perhaps I would receive in due time an answer to this question, I
therefore inquired as to what subjects were studied here. Geometry?
Languages? Calligraphy? Philosophy?
THE PROCTOR. "Facility in all the arts you mention are to some degree
instilled into our charges. But these are of little consequence when compared

with what we regard, without dispute, to be the two principal subjects for
study."
THE TRAVELLER. Guiding our way along spacious corridors, on the
oaken paneled walls were displayed, hung in gilt encrusted frames, numerous
portraits of distinguished teachers, long dead, pupils who had in later life had
attained distinction. We continued after tarrying a moment in order to view
an ancient likeness of The Founder of The School executed in oils and hung
within an ornate gilded frame.
THE PROCTOR. "The topic of first importance, the mastery of which we
endeavour inculcate concerns the art of speaking with a MEASURED VOICE.
The second but no less pertinent KNOWING AND REMEMBERING WELL
THE NAMES AND FACES OF EVERY OTHER FELLOW."
THE TRAVELLER. The Proctor opened a door situated at the highest point
of a steeply raked lecture theatre. He ushered us in and bade we sit quietly to
observe what was progressing within. Rows of boys, all dressed in identical
and somewhat archaic attire, sat listening and watching a demonstration of
lessons well learned from the lips of a particularly gifted pupil, the eldest son
of a holder of high governmental office, The Proctor informed us. Keeping a
sharp eye on the proceedings from his perch on a high-chair, The School
Master having halted the proceedings on seeing our entrance, instructed the
boy to continue his discourse.
THE PUPIL. "I therefore must conclude gentlemen. There can be no doubt
whatsoever within the minds of all reasonable and honourable men. That
affairs could not be better ordered in any other manner than that we observe,
thus enabling both satisfaction and profit. We ourselves, moving towards,
with fortitude and determination, towards our appraised and desired
objectives."
THE TRAVELLER. His discourse continued. Never during the course of
my many travels was I privy to listen to such annunciation. Commanding
vowels. Well rounded sentences. The conviction of the speaker combined to
lull the listener into thinking that it was beyond any disputation.
THE SCHOOL MASTER. "Well said boy. Resume they place if thy will."

THE TRAVELLER. The boy did as he was bid.
THE SCHOOL MASTER. "Heed well gentleman."

Most take notice only of the manner of saying. Few notice what is said.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XXI

"Now repeat in unison. Taking my direction with careful heed of timbre and
articulation," Rapping the desk with a short length of cane. "Tis my
considered opinion that."
THE BOYS. "Tis my considered opinion that."
THE SCHOOL MASTER. 'such men lack principle and moral fibre."
THE BOYS. 'such men lack principle and moral fibre."
THE SCHOOL MASTER. 'such argument is beneath contempt."
THE BOYS. 'such argument is beneath contempt."
THE SCHOOL MASTER. "The rightness of our present position is selfevident."
THE BOYS. "The rightness of our present position is self-evident."
THE TRAVELLER. We listened for in excess of one hour to these and
other exercises in the arts of soothing verbosity and so intoxicated I became
imbibing this plethora of words return to reality came with an unwelcome jolt
when the good Proctor indicated with a prod of his right index finger into my
ribs that it was time to vacate our seats and continue our ambulation.
Moments later we found ourselves again in the spacious, portrait lined
corridors walking briskly towards another lecture hall.

ALBERT. "I tell you truly Sir," inclining his head towards whence we had
come. "That on completion of their education and emergence into the public
life, the outcome of the studies you have just witnessed, will enable them,
should they so desire, to mount a podium in the market-place and state "The
moon is made of rancid butter" and all within earshot will accept this as an
unassailable statement of fact."
THE TRAVELLER. "But what of truth," I retorted "Truth surely must be of
some concern?"
ALBERT. Looked towards me with an amalgam of puzzlement and amused
wonder casting The Proctor a sidelong glance "Truth Sir! Where in history or
recent times did truth play a central role in public life or the intercourse
between nations?"
THE TRAVELLER. Feeling unable to challenge this observation without
prior examination, I followed them towards our next station of observation.
This was a Great Hall filled with chairs and benches. Refectory tables spread
with food and drink. Attendants hard by to serve. Multitudes of boys
meandered here and there, sitting, standing. Here in groups. There is pairs.
Having been well instructed, with outstretched hands they greeted each other
thus; "Archibald! I have not set mine eyes upon thee in an age." "How well I
recall your face from those good years we both shared as pupils in the Lower
Chapter". Utilizing well learned phrases and countless convivial variations,
the pupils worked diligently on the acquisition of, what The Proctor
described, as being the most essential of all accomplishments. "My dear
friend, I know a fellow, who knows a fellow, who knows a fellow, who well
knows another fellow, who might be inclined proffer you something
congenial."
THE PROCTOR. "When in the course of time these boys, become in later
years, men of importance, they must with ease and facility recognise likeminded persons, empowered as they will be to direct and influence. The
Political. The Legal. The Commercial. The Religious. All the manifest
concerns of state. I trust that I have conveyed well the delicacy of our task?"
THE TRAVELLER. I concurred that I was indeed astonished at what I had
been privy to observe during these past hours, but expressed a view that in

my own opinion, was not merit and ability qualities, that were in the final
reckoning, of the greatest importance to the rational ordering of political and
public life.
ALBERT. "I must Sir! present you with some measure of haste a copy of
The Minikin Blue Book you will I am sure find it instructive when
considering such notions.

If merit is assumed, there is no imperative to furnish proof of its existence.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XII

THE PROCTOR. "There are multitudes with the wit to effect detail and
routine concerns, but knowing well they lack the most particular qualities we
cultivate within this establishment, are most willing to serve with exactitude
and due humility, those who are born and educated to direct all affairs of
importance."
THE TRAVELLER. I was permitted to view the sleeping-quarters reserved
for The Boys. The Refectory. The Dispensary. The Store-rooms. Games
Courts. Lecture Theatres. Library. Here I thought was a place equipped and
victualed well enough to resist a siege.
The Proctor requested we join him at table within his rooms to take
sustenance. Small beer. Bread. Cheese, and a basket of crisp apples. Made
courageous after imbibing a tankard or two I voiced the notion that if this
place of education and instruction were the pinnacle of excellence, would it
not be wise to utilise the principles on which it was based within all other
schools throughout the realm, therefore multiplying the numbers of youth
nurtured, thus, to the general good?"
THE PROCTOR. Taking a deep draught from his pot before giving an
answer, and appearing astonished by the unlikely nature of this idea. "Most
look to our example. Though never achieving an exact likeness. Only degrees
of inferiority. Such results are to be wished. Tis the nature of things that those

destined to rule are limited in numbers. To have many rulers and few ruled is
an absurdity abhorrent to the scheme of affairs and contrary to the natural
order of things."
THE TRAVELLER. I also took another draught of ale and suggested the
possibility of eventual discontent in society if the summit of aspiration was
not generally available to all, adding the truism: that every family wishes but
the best for their offspring.
THE PROCTOR. "There is substance in what you say," he replied, taking a
large bite from an apple and continuing to chew whilst talking. "But do not
overlook the wisdom of our policy makers. In matters concerning the
substance of education designed for application to the bulk of our population,
the doctrine of Continual Flux is applied. Inducing constant changes in
methods, teachers, soundness of buildings and school-rooms, books, aims of
examination, and every other detail concerned, people in general take the
view, that for them, improvement is a change or two distant, and thus if not
content, are hopeful."
Lifting up his tankard and gazing at me through the glass that made up sealed
its base "Consider for a moment a horse in a stable. You tell a man his horse
will die in six weeks time. He is astonished. How could such a prediction be
relied upon? A simple a matter. You just stop feeding the animal from that
moment onwards. Apply this strategy elsewhere at your pleasure. If we do
not think, or indeed want, this or that mode of instruction should succeed,
The Treasury provides a lesser store of Herttach Crowns to maintain it. In
due time it shrivels and dies for want of fiscal sustenance, thus proving the
veracity of our original doubts," Pausing for a moment to refill his tankard he
continued. "It must also be said with certainty, that the manner of education
we provide is not meet for the multitude. Our charges arrive here at six years
of age and remain in our care for twelve years. The love and concern that is
the prerequisite of parents thrusting their children from domestic hearth at
this tender age is a virtue found only within the bosoms of persons of
particular quality."

V
Taking cordial leave of The Proctor, having spent a peaceful night lodging in
rooms reserved for distinguished visitors, we start up along the main
highway to reach the bleaker regions of Herttach. With some observations
concerning the philosophy of enterprise and local administration.

THE TRAVELLER. Our journey northwards was irksome. I considered the
first highway we had encountered on my arrival in The Island of Herttach
overburdened with traffic, but that route was as nothing compared with our
current itinerary. Solar Carts of every magnitude and capacity were to the
front, to our rear, and at either side, making our progress slow in the extreme.
We were perambulating The Capital, so Albert informed me, it being his
intention to make this our final destination.
The highway girdling the Metropolis was mightily congested, a state of
affairs that was apparently considered as being the norm. Booths had been set
up by the roadside where enterprising individuals provided liquid and solid
refreshment to travellers made weary by hours of inactivity. Solar-Cart-Way
performers juggled, displayed dancing-bears, warbled traditional songs,
played musical instruments, these distractions providing welcome respite
from staring at the rear of the Solar Cart in front.
After a period I did not fully compute, spending much of this time in a fitful
doze, we at last passed a stone marker The Whatnext Gap indicating our
departure for the northern regions of Herttach. Albert, a man I discovered
later to be of metropolitan origin, grimaced as we crossed this boundary.
ALBERT. "It is said Sir that nought comes from the north but grime and
mischief."

Distrust those who make things.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XVII

THE TRAVELLER. I responded saying it was heard said that Herttach was
a notable manufacturing nation.
ALBERT. "Twas indeed Sir, once was the case. Committees sat, officials
and learned men, none of whom was required to have a knowledge of
manufacture, all looking with certainty to the pages of a book written some
hundreds of years ago concerning the philosophy of economics, Opinion was
unanimous that the energies of the people should be directed towards other
modes of employment."
THE TRAVELLER. I asked how could you set men ignorant of a specific
activity, to judge the wisdom of encouraging development or possible demise
of whatever was under consideration?
ALBERT. "On the contrary, ignorance of subject matter is sought in those
who are appointed to assess such examinations. Particular care is exercised in
the selection of such persons to ensure they possess this essential quality. Tis
the tested means of getting the answers desired."
THE TRAVELLER. In an attempt present what I considered the hazard of
such practice, I proffered the thought that would it not be foolish to allow
someone in need of succor to be attended on by a doctor who lacked
knowledge of the arts of medicine.
ALBERT. Taking a pinch of snuff with his customary digital dexterity. "That
Sir would depend on if the desired conclusion was the eventual recovery of
the patient. The Great Statesperson who shaped our national life over an era
of singular glory, was never convinced of the need for making things.
Persons employed in Manufactory tend to display an independence of spirit
that can be inimical to the stability preferred by government," Sneezing with
vigour into his pocket handkerchief. "Consider for instance the example of
workmen labouring over a billet of red-hot iron. With massive hammer and
the power of biceps they shape it to a desired shape and form. Tis a small step
for such men, Sir, or group of like individuals, to imagine that because they
can bend metal to their will, perhaps, there may be the possibility of shaping
society to their greater advantage. Further consider amalgamating the intent

of thousands of such workmen. The combination of their ingenuity. The
amassing of capital by a multiplicity of small contributions. The balance of
the governed against those who govern becomes distorted. This was the
existing state of affairs. With expected wisdom and ingenuity of our
legislators were set to change this. By the simple expedient of undermining
any activity concerned with producing manufactured goods, it was possible in
tandem to reduce the self-worth of those who labour, therefore restoring
desired equilibrium."
THE TRAVELLER. Proceeding north I was struck by the singular
appearance of numerous locations where groups of half-built dwellings were
in evidence. Houses without windows. Without a roof. Some brickwork
hardly more than waist-height. No workmen seemed to be employed in
finishing the constructions. Tools stood idle, left in the places where they had
been abandoned. Heaps of stone, sand and other material lay about without
order or purpose. I was about to inquire as to the reason for this when Albert
without prior warning turned the Solar Cart off the highway to make a short
detour for refreshment in a small town. Bringing the Solar Cart to rest in a
convenient place we made our way to a booth close on the main square where
we supped a dish of tea and ate hard brown cakes studded with raisins.
ALBERT. "Our diversion from the main highway to take refreshment was
not without some intent on my part Sir. I knew this day, from earlier visits, to
be Market Day. Knowing your eagerness to become familiar with the
philosophies underlying the affairs of our nation, I considered an hour or two
in this place could be time well spent. Here it is possible to view a microcosm
of the correct principles required in directing activity towards the furtherance
of the common good. The Market Place." Observe what diversity in the
manner of commerce within this small arena. Then look more particularly, a
compelling example, towards the six stalls selling vegetables and all manner
of green produce. Tis an object lesson. Duplication of activity is considered
paramount for reasons I will explain. Consider the example of there being
only one stall selling vegetables. The seller, knowing his monopoly, could
charge those who wish to buy whatever price he so desires, they having no
other recourse elsewhere to satisfy their wants. Add to this number. Two
stalls. Three stalls. Six stalls. Or more, selling green, fruit, and root produce.
Then each stall owner must look to offer something of greater advantage to

likely purchasers if he wants to attract buyers to his display. This wisdom of
The Market Place. Apply with vigour these elementary rules and there is no
requirement for those outside The Market to fix the setting of prices or any
other likewise intrusive regulation. Competition controls of its own volition."

Wise Government heeds The Market Place
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THE TRAVELLER. I not could but concede there was logic in this
argument. Though I could but wonder. Moving amidst the general bustle of
customers, stalls, and eager vendors,. I could but not notice the proprietorial
inscriptions set atop each of the vegetable sellers places of business, which in
their turn read: Stall I. William Beeston. Stall II. Martha Beeston. Stall III.
Alfred & Ronald Beeston. Stall IV. Thomas & Mary Beeston. Stall V.
Wilfred Beeston and Nephew. Stall VI. Robert Beeston & Sons.
Emerging from amongst the market-stalls, we faced, handsomely set at the
southern end of the market square, a large building built in ancient style with
timbers and white painted plaster. A small clock tower built on the western
side topped by a wind vane that lent height and dignity. Tracery windows
with leaded glass gave a pleasing appearance to the façade of the structure, as
did the stone staircase and balustrade below and in front of the main portico,
an entrance overseen by a richly uniformed attendant. Albert pointed towards
it with the brim of his hat, the day being warm, he having taken it off for a
moment to mop his brow with his ubiquitous, red, white, and blue
handkerchief.
ALBERT. "The Town Hall Sir. This being market day the council could in
all probability be holding session. I suggest we spend a useful hour perched
up in the publick gallery of the debating chamber. I have no doubt you will
reach a conclusion that our methods of local government are worth heeding
both in principle and practice."

THE TRAVELLER. I readily agreed to this course of action, having spent
many days during my travels examining and comparing the practice of local
administration, it being a subject in which I had a particular interest. I had
been impressed in numerous places by the autonomy enjoyed by locally
elected officials when directing the good order of their district. It is my own
opinion that the ability to raise local taxes and provide monies for the
maintenance of useful amenity imparts rude independence and civic pride in
men imbued with a sense of being in command of their own destiny,
cognizant, as no other geographically distant persons could be aware of, the
precise needs of the lands and peoples within their own boundaries.
Climbing a deal of narrow stairs, we entered through a door and on to the
balcony provided for publick viewing, though not actual participation in the
proceedings. Seating myself alongside Albert on the hard wooden benches I
viewed the scene set before me. Almost at once, consternation was apparent
on my face. The Council Chamber was a large well-proportioned hall
embellished with many heraldic symbols, rectangular in shape, with noble
stained-glass windows at the end opposite to our vantage point, where raisedseats provided for the use of high officials, one of whom was sitting alone on
a carpeted podium in regal isolation, he being dressed elaborately in courtstyle, and holding aloft in one hand a bulky seal of office. Below his place a
second high official, likewise resplendent in silk and ermine trod a dignified
path towards the podium along the central aisle. He bore in front of him a
silver salver on which lay an official parchment, his manner of carrying
resembled the manner in which a servitor might transport a particularly
desirable dish through the midst of a chamber full of diners, that they might
perhaps detect a mere whiff, but not have any opportunity to examine or
actually taste the contents of the platter.
Reaching his destination and standing before the seated official, the
parchment was gravely placed on the desk, where without so much as a
glance at the official paper, he affixed his official seal of approval. The
document thus sanctioned, the functionary retrieved it and replacing it on the
silver-salver made a stately exit by way of a large door set in the rear of the
chamber. This routine piece of business concluded, a similarly attired, salver
and document bearing official appeared in view from beneath our vantage
point, and repeated the action of the like supernumerary who had just a

moment before quit the chamber.
Pews with furnished red-velvet cushions for comfort were arranged to the left
and right a central mosaic tiled floor. The gathered assembly comprised of
the right-side of the chamber which was filled to bursting with chattering
delegates who seemingly took no heed of the procedures occurring before
them. A few, appeared to be enjoying a moment of slumber and contented
repose. But consider if you will my astonishment on seeing their numbers on
the opposite-side of the central aisle, were not actual living men, but fullsized representations fashioned from cardboard and painted in a most lifelike
manner. I asked Albert what manner of affair was this?
ALBERT. Unruffled and apparently at ease with what he obviously regarded
as being usual occurrence explained. "There was a time when both sides of
this chamber would have been filled with men of opposing convictions.
Imagine if you will, the argument, the dissent, the noise and unseemly
behaviour. Many I fear were occasions when impudent local worthies would
unwisely resist directives emanating from the Councils of The Capital. The
Minikin Blue Book decrees without prevarication.

Sound government devolves power to local government which being wise
devolves it back from whence it came.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XIX

All was chaos and disorder until the Revised System of Local Administration
was devised and incorporated under the personal direction of The Great
Statesperson. With this new system, candidates are elected every six years,
balloting only those citizens who pay local taxes. On the day after that set for
the election, a Committee of State concerned with the Probity of Local
Governance convenes to review the list of those persons elected. Due
consideration is taken of previous conduct. Prudence both fiscal and moral,
which are indeed, one and the same. Known assent or dissent to the views of
Central Authority and sundry other matters of greater or lesser importance.

Having considered each case thus, the elected candidates are informed
forthwith whither they be permitted to sit within The Council Chamber in
person. Those judged to be dissenters must have made at their own expense a
paper figure representing them in true likeness to act as proxy for the duration
of their term in office. Matters thus being settled to the satisfaction of proper
authority, all income due from local taxes is computed and divided between
the central and local coffers in proportion dependent on The Local Assembly
continuing recognition of the self-evident wisdom of the wishes of
Metropolitan Politick."
THE TRAVELLER. I suggested that this was indeed a curious and most
singular procedure in which one might possibly discover some merit. Though
I need feel the need to inquire why were not the dissenting electees totally
excluded from the council chamber both in person and in pictorial
representation?
ALBERT. "In Herttach Sir, all opinion has the ancient right to free
expression. Our methods have not been found wanting either in good sense or
expediency."

The Institute Of Deskilling

VI
Continuing our journey we spend a night lodging at a Solar Cart Inn
adjacent to the highway. We are much disturbed by traffic noise in addition
to which the fragility of the walls allowing my room to be filled with the
snores of other travellers. Having taken an early break-of-fast we rejoin our
northward route but suffer much delay, sections of The Highway, many
leagues in length, holed and impassable due to works of reconstruction. Just
before noon we reach The Viaduct of Tindle.

THE TRAVELLER. Midway across the great viaduct spanning the Valley
of Tindle, Albert halted our Solar Cart on the shoulder of the highway.
Alighting and looking over the parapet he thrust his nose into the teeth of the
wind and breathing deeply filled his lungs with the crystal air.
ALBERT. "Time was you could scent the noxious fumes belching upwards
and drifting from this place more than twenty leagues or more before you
reached it. Now no finer ozone could be found even atop a high mountain
pass. I bid you Sir, that yourself alight and looking over both sides of this
bridge tell me what you do observe?"
THE TRAVELLER. I followed his instructions and looking down to the left
and to the right saw level open spaces reaching so far as the eye could
discern. Patches of wild flowers lending colour amongst heaps of broken
stones. A scattering of domestic dwelling places along the outer edge of the
valley. In the greater space to the middle, rough patches of ground hinted that
buildings might have stood there in some time past. The remnants of large
stone structures could be perceived, foundation walls showing a course or
two of masonry above the mass of natural vegetation. What remained of an
overlapping network of cobbled roads could be sighted in outline though
much overgrown with weeds and grasses.
ALBERT. "Had we a machine that could travel back through time, we could
have looked from this very vantage point and have been hard put to see the
sky. Great clouds of smoke belching out from hundreds of chimney-stacks.

Red-stained vapours exhaled from the lungs of manufacture rising upwards
like the pathways trod by demons. Ever present crash and racket of forge and
workshop. Great Solar Carts constructed from iron and steel trundling
between the high-sided mills. Men grimed with the residue of toil. Everything
covered with layer upon layer of grease and soot. You will recall my mention
that it was considered expedient to alter the nature of industry and direct the
enterprise of the people to a different mode of employment. On this spot
manufacture touched finger tips with nemesis. Tis a true saying that all things
contain the seeds of their own destruction. The Great Serpents of Prehistory.
The Empire of the Romans. The Tartar Rule of the Asian Plains. Was but a
trifle to plant an aggressive germ of putrefaction in amongst the multifarious
activities this valley concerned itself with and by this means assist on to
greater haste what is in truth a natural process. There were those who would
have attempted to stem the inevitable tides of change. Deviation from the
ordained order of things comes hard to some. There are always those who
would resist alteration and have things continue long after obvious
redundancy has become apparent to all men of good sense. Tis not
advantageous to assist that which is doomed."

Only the weak succour the weak.
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THE TRAVELLER. Digesting this sober thought we clambered back
aboard our transport. Albert started the Solar Cart into motion and directed
the steering-bar towards a by-road that led directly through the valley head
and thence to the town beyond.
There was little if any other wheeled traffic except a few people pushing
wretched home-made wheelbarrows piled high with scraps and rags and
small pieces of sea-coal. By the roadside, unmetalled pedestrian-ways,
broken with at intervals with grimy water filled puddles, were overflowing
with of that class of persons I had observed during my first day in Herttach.
Multitudes carrying small canvas bags, moving somberly between Hurry

Stations. Men and women spanning ages from youth to decrepitude. One
might of inferred that perhaps almost the entire population of this wretched
town was in forced motion, forming lines, waiting silently to collect their
tokens.
Much of the outer reaches of the city were given over to small houses
grouped close together drab and neglected, set on land open to the elements,
their rude brick, multistory construction unsoftened by trees or gardens. A
decrepit gate swung in the bitter wind. Some meagre lines of threadbare
washing flapped disconsolately in the wind.
Presently we reached the centre of the town and rolled down the main
thoroughfare. Fragments of rag and paper blew over the cobbles. Shops there
were, but all appeared forlorn. Former places of trade and commerce were
abandoned, their shutters closed with an air of permanence. Here and there a
woman in shabby-dress, with wicker baskets in their hands, trudged the
pavements. Others with a small child or two dawdling behind in the manner
of infants everywhere. On one corner a knot of young boys stood exchanging
subdued conversation sharing a single stick of tobacco. Of able-bodied men
of working age I saw but few. Most I assumed would be out collecting the set
of coloured tokens needed for that day so to receive their bread. I was
overcome by a sense that in this place, hope, was a scarce commodity.
ALBERT. Seemingly impervious to the scene was about him, but perhaps
feeling the vibrating-chord of mine own reaction, remarked "Transition is a
natural though sometime painful process. Just as the skies above change from
grey to blue. The days to night. The Stars flare and die. Gentle winds become
gales. Mankind's activities find no excuse to be sheltered from the natural
order of change, decay, and improving resurgence."
THE TRAVELLER. "Where is the necessity!" I burst out with an anger in
my voice I was unable to conceal "Once, by your own admission, this town
was a place of productive industry. Why not now? Surely the world will
always be in need of the products of forge and furnace?"
ALBERT. "Then let others in the world provision that need," He answered.
"Within Herttach swe have skill and expertise in all manner of fiscal
transactions. Our Capital for centuries past a trading centre for coin, previous

metals and stones, and all manner of precious inorganic commodities. Our
daily bread can be earned by means of commissions. The insuring of risk.
The handling of Bills of Exchange. Letters of Credit. That multiplicity of
other financial instruments and unseen trading."
THE TRAVELLER. This I well understood in principle. But wondered
aloud how could such activity employ all citizens of working age. Could a
former blacksmith be put to work in a counting house? A carpenter
transformed into a clerk?
ALBERT. "Tis our expectation Sir that those persons to whom you refer will
in due course all be gainfully employed in rendering service in all kinds of
tasks. Tending the wants of people in need of assistance, travellers such as
yourself, who in ever increasing numbers visit our shores. Providing services
to other citizens, who in turn, also provide services to yet other citizens.
Services, the substance of which you shall very soon have the opportunity to
observe."
THE TRAVELLER. Near to the centre of the town we halted outside of a
high gaunt building that was devoid of pleasing features. To the front, a yard
protected by a high wall. Uncleaned window-panes uneasily supported by
decaying and unpainted window-frames admitted some light to the interior of
the building. There was no sight of any plant or living growth whose green
and cheerful colours might perhaps have gone some way to mitigate the
unbroken gloom of aspect. Albert indicated that we should alight and walk
across the cobbled-yard where we were received by a man, who though short
in stature, was broad in smile. He shook our respective hands with vigour.
Albert introduced him to me as the official responsible for implanting new
skills within the members of the local population. Born in the South of
Herttach, I discovered Albert and he had been school fellows. They
reminisced a while about personal matters to which I was not privy,
Emblazoned upon the wall above us.

Put down thy hammer and take up brush and napkin. Fulfillment comes from
serving others.
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Leading us down a maze of grimy corridors, which I could not but help
comparing in the eye-of-my-mind with those we had trod during our recent
visit to The Great School we eventually came upon a stout door which was
wrenched open and we entered a bleak lecture theatre where a great
congregation of men, who formerly employed in the business of the smelting
of metals, were now being instructed in the art of waiting on the tables of
public dining-rooms, the making of beds, the scouring of pots and pans.
Taking me aside, I was assured by our guide that in due time it was hoped
most would find employment at stopping-places and inns. Hurrying on to
elsewhere in the building we looked in on another room this one filled with
former blacksmiths, they being adept, were now learning the art of
assembling small gifts and trifles. Plaster Windmills. Wishing Wells.
Pleasing animals modeled with clay and inscribed with the legend A Gift
from Herttach these being in demand, I was informed, to sell in the great
cities of Herttach. Craftsmen who after long apprenticeship had mastered the
art of wheel making for Solar Carts, were now being instructed in the modes
of guarding private property. Former millwrights laboured to develop the
skills required to iron fine-linen shirt collars. Men who had in previous
employ been lead smiths, made paper flowers for use at carnivals. Men,
beneath the skin of whose knuckles was lodged the dust of coal, giving
witness to having spent long hours in dank mine shafts, rolled dough on large
wooden tables to assist the endeavours of pastry cooks. How, I asked The
Controller, for that was official title, were these new modes of employment
considered by those receiving such instruction?"
THE CONTROLLER. Taking me aside and thus speaking out of earshot of
those of his charges gathered nearby. "I confess a stubborn face can be seen
on some of those here assembled," he explained with frankness. "Often do we
demonstrate to them the singular advantages of these new forms of
employment, both for the individual and the general good. Make pertinent
observation as to rise and fall of all things and the necessity to adapt to
circumstance, so they might gain some understanding of the mechanisms that
precipitate such fluctuations."

THE TRAVELLER. Cognizant that monetary reward is not the sole reason
why men work, nevertheless, for those who do toil for wages it is of
paramount consideration. I was therefore anxious to learn how the application
of these new skills compared in terms of remuneration when compared with
previous occupations?"
ALBERT. Suggested obliquely that given time some kind of parity might be
achieved, and then deflecting the question added brightly "This is the first
institute in this locality founded to impart new skills and as such is the model
for a host of others, even now being established, to emulate."
THE TRAVELLER. I inquired what number of people could accommodate
at one time.
THE CONTROLLER. Consulting a small notebook he carried "More than
seven hundred persons are inducted here at this time. Though it is our intent
and that of authority to provide room for many more."
THE TRAVELLER. If it were the case that there was no place for a man to
attend should he desire to do so, in what circumstances would he find
himself. The Institute was large, but surely admitting the entire population of
the town during one period of time must be an impossibility.
THE CONTROLLER. Replied almost as an afterthought Hurry Stations
will usefully fill time until they are called to attend."
THE TRAVELLER. My travels had lead me to the opinion that of all the
gifts that can be bestowed on man, the freedom to choose was of singular
importance. Choice, the option to accept, or reject, is a quality, the exercise of
which, raises men above the beasts of the field. What of choice. Was there
the freedom to choose.?
THE CONTROLLER. "Choice. Look above you and read the text taken
from The Minikin Blue Book hanging proudly on that near wall, inscribed on
parchment and mounted in a frame, the expense of had been defrayed by
popular subscription.

Choice is the prerogative of those with means.
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THE TRAVELLER. To this I could not answer. Much distressed by what I
had witnessed in this place, I could only state frankly what was in my
thoughts, that men who in previous employment had exercised skills hard
won from their earliest years, must see dignity jettisoned along with the
secrets of crafts whose utilization was now devoid of gainful application.
ALBERT. "Dignity Sir."

Dignity bestows in direct proportion to the size of pocket-book.
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THE TRAVELLER. Feeling an urgent need to leave this place, I was
relieved when at last The Controller, after proudly showing other instruction
rooms, devoted, in my opinion at least, to the degradation of previously proud
and skilful men, led us back to the main entrance-hall, where he bade us
adieu with a lightness of manner that appeared misaligned to his
surroundings. We made our departure, The Controller returning to continue
to oversee the instruction of those within. Albert and myself crossed the yard,
mounted our Solar Cart and driving off detoured the town to reach the main
highway, a route along which I attempted to avert my gaze from the sad lines
waiting outside of Hurry Stations, not out of consideration for myself, but for
their plight.

VII
We stop for the night at an inn of high standing and partake of a repast
prepared and served in the new style.

THE TRAVELLER. Albert selected the place where we were to lodge that
night. It was he said, famed far and near for the excellence of service and
more particularly for dining rooms that prepared and presented dishes in The
New Style. This course of action fell on my ears with anticipation, wondering
if the establishment could match the dinner I had eaten during the evening
before my arrival in Herttach.
On our arrival I could not but be impressed by the splendour of the building,
formerly the country house owned by a titled landowner, poise and goodbreeding could be sensed in every stone. Wonderful were the surrounding
gardens. Green lawns ambled down towards the ornamental lake, the placid
water disturbed only by the glide of swans amongst the lilies that dotted its
margins and the rising of fat golden carp. Trees clipped and shaped in a
hundred strange and surprising ways stood at ordered intervals along the
edges of gravel strewn paths. Legions of seasonal flowers displayed the
known colours of the spectrum. The interior of the house was furnished with
many objects of beauty and craftsmanship. Venerable tables, cabinets,
consoles. Fine chairs. Carpets whose weave told tales of sand and nomads.
The owner of the mansion and all these treasures an old friend of Albert,
hailing from the time they studied to obtain a higher degrees, greeted us with
no small ceremony and after some minutes exchange of pleasantries directed
an attendant to lead us up to the chambers we each were to occupy that night.
On reaching my room and being shown through the door, the servant
informed me a gong would sound at eight o"clock to announce the
commencement of dinner and went on to request in a most civil manner that
punctuality of attendance was expected from all guests. I thanked him
warmly as he quit my presence. This being a cool time of year in the early
evening, a fire blazed in the grate of the vast fire-dogged hearth. Picking up
the poker I prodded the burning logs, an action that always seems to engender
satisfaction, then taking advantage of this time of comfort and possible

reflection, I quickly changed into more suitable formal attire and sat by the
fender well-pleased and passed my time profitably enough bringing the
entries in my journal up to date.
When I opened my valise to take clean linen, idly I weighed the closed bag of
Herttach Coin in the grip of my hand. Curiously it felt lighter than the last
time I had carried out this exercise. This could not be, and I concluded
fatigue was the reason for this erroneous impression.
I dozed contentedly for some little while and was brought sharply from out of
my reverie when the dinner-gong downstairs was firmly struck. Albert,
passing along the corridor, knocked n the door of my chamber and joining
him we descended together, thence to take our seats in the dining-room.
Thirty people of fashion and distinction were the assembled company,
arranged around tables, in twos, fours and sixes. Fine white napery covered
each board. Elegant china, glasses and silverware placed with great regard to
symmetry lay before each diner. Sober suited attendants awaited the orders of
their principal, who on seeing that all were seated clapped white gloved
hands to signal for the proceedings commence. In an instant the attendants
moved as one into the kitchens to fetch the first course where on their return
to the room six musicians bearing long golden trumpets stepped from the
shadows.
The first course was placed before us, one servant attending two diners. The
trumpeters raised their instruments to their lips and amidst the ensuing
fanfare, the covers were lifted with a flourish from off the plates. Lying on
the platter before me arranged with delicacy and consummate artistry, was
one small carrot, two green beans, and three leaves of the globe known as
artichoke. Gasps of appreciation fluttered about the room, the company
raising knives and forks to dissect this portrait-miniature in vegetables with
proper regard to reverence and unbridled appreciation. Meanwhile other
attendants busied themselves pouring a small measure of white wine into the
first of the crystal glasses. Ten minutes were allowed for the consumption of
this first course. Plates were cleared and the second dish placed before us, the
covers again being removed in unison with the trumpet fanfare. One fish,
silvery and minute, lay bathing in a pool of green-sauce, a single sprig of
chervil providing decoration. This time the gasps of appreciation were even

more acute and I wondered for an instant if my fellow diners were about to
clap their hands in rapt applause. Before I could commence my ministrations
on this small example of the fruit-of-the-deep, my own attendant leaned
across with a nod of pardon and instantly removed its head and backbone
with a fork and spoon and a practiced turn of the wrist. Albert leaned over
towards me and whispered that such skill takes at least two years to master
and was a specialty of the establishment. The fish, which I then separated into
even smaller portions before eating, tasted well enough, though I found some
difficulty in making the dish last for the fifteen minutes allocated for
consuming it.
These first two courses partaken of, the company relaxed a little, giving an
impression that it had passed some examination of acceptance into a favoured
and exclusive order. Noting well the approving eye of The Head Attendant as
he surveyed his domain, most of the company bowed their heads towards
him, a favoured few even being rewarded with an almost imperceptible signal
of recognition in return. Fifteen minutes passed by and a sorbet flavoured
with berries was placed before us to sooth the organs of digestion against the
richness of what had come before.
Precisely on the minute of nine hours plus thirty the main dish of the evening
was carried in, placed, and covers removed, providing an occasion for even
more fantastical trumpet harmonics and harmonies. Before me a single chop
of lamb, the meat separated from the bone except for the merest threat of pink
flesh, occupied the centre of a vast platter, a puddle of red-brown sauce to
one side of it a leaf of salad to the other. No meat ever tasted more savoury,
the very diminutiveness of the viand lending a fleeting, mystical quality, to
the brief instant it touched my palate. This delight was accompanied by a
small goblet of red wine.
When the board was cleared at the conclusion to this point in our repast,
audible sighs of content could be heard from around the room, soon followed
by the final dish, a small pyramid of red-fruits pointing upwards from a
puddle of green coulis, this dish seemingly more than sufficient to satisfy the
appetites and expectations of my fellow guests, who conversed quietly over
the dishes of coffee that brought the meal to an end, this final act of culinary
drama punctuated by a concluding fanfare of trumpets that signalled the

musicians withdrawal from the dining room.
After some verbal intercourse with the guests sitting at an adjacent table, the
lightness of which I shall not record, Albert and myself retired to our
respective chambers. I awoke just beyond the hour of two disturbed by the
ticking of the clock, and what I took to be thunder, only to discover it to be
the protests of my empty stomach.

VIII
Making our way southward in the direction of The Capital we halt awhile
outside a Village whose residents pursue a most singular mode of
occupation.

THE TRAVELLER. Driving along a minor highway where traffic was less
congested than on other routes, we made a steady pace towards our eventual
destination, The Capital of Herttach.
Just before noon Albert directed my attention towards a small town located
about a quarter league to the south east of the road. The terrain was flat and
unremarkable, few trees, the waters of a small lake grey in the morning light.
Looking at the outline of the town against the sky its architecture appeared to
have little if any merit, a few church steeples pushing upwards, striking in
their likeness to an array of jagged and decaying teeth. No publick buildings
with architecture of importance could be seen. Observing from my vantagepoint the town seemed to consist of nothing more than an amorphous mass of
small undistinguished private and public buildings none with beauty of form
or other features noteworthy of attention. I was on the point of asking Albert
why we had stopped on the small road that led off the highway, thus breaking
smooth passage of our journey for the purpose of looking on such a dull
place, when of a sudden large Solar Cart rumbled past our stationary position.
Painted black with barred-windows and of extreme robust construction, this
was a vehicle the like of which I had not observed elsewhere during our
recent travels. Controlling the steering-bar was a man garbed in black livery,
matching in both costume and demeanour a second person who sat beside
him on the driving bench. Both were large men, if not unkempt, threatening
and surly appearance. Both stared ahead directly as they sped by leaving the
town behind them, driving towards the main highway at an urgent pace to
enter the main carriageway in the direction of The Capital.
ALBERT. "Runners," he told me by way of explanation "Members of the
corps whose duty it is to safeguard life, limb and property from the rapacity
of the criminal classes."

THE TRAVELLER. Could their function be similar to The Watchmen who
fulfilled similar duties within the countries of The Great Continent. Had
some awful crime been recently perpetuated in this district I wondered.
ALBERT. "Crime? Why no Sir. I can vouch upon my honour that such is not
the case."
THE TRAVELLER. Curious as to his certainty pronouncing on this matter,
I proffered the observation that surely the presence of The Runners conveyed
by a stoutly built Solar Cart must indicate a contrary explanation.
ALBERT. Laughing heartily and taking a pinch of snuff, his invariable
punctuation to any short break in our travels or verbal exchanges "I know
what I say to be true Sir. I would wager a thousand Herttach Crowns safe on
this certain knowledge. This town is The Borough of Malefactors. No safer
district of abode exists within the realm."
THE TRAVELLER. Not usually a man unduly worried by the notion that a
jest might be perpetuated to my discomfiture, on this occasion I felt my bile
rise rather more than was comfortable.
ALBERT. Seeing the sudden redness of my cheeks "Hold hard Sir. I do no
amuse myself at your expense. Hear me out I beg of you. Consider if you will
acts of criminality and those who perpetuate them. I have no doubt you
would be in agreement that, in an idea state, whosoever committed an act of
transgression should after proper judicial procedure be punished in a manner
fitted to reflect the nature of the particular misdeeds."
THE TRAVELLER. Even as he spoke second and even larger blackliveried Solar Cart rumbled past, this time in the direction of the town, giving
me unease and the thought that this might not be a savoury place to tarry.
Unconcerned Albert continued his discourse.
ALBERT. "Your own wide experience of the world must have taught you The Ideal - is rarely if ever met with. If there were an unlimited number of
Runners employed to apprehend those who break our laws there is little
doubt most criminals would be in due time arraigned. But the resources that
can be devoted towards the maintenance of the law is not without limits and

it is therefore in the nature of things that many crimes cannot be matched to
their perpetrators. This is the reason for me stopping here at this otherwise
undistinguished place. Tis not the town that is of interest, but the unique
activities of the persons who dwell therein. Most of its inhabitants gain their
livelihood by being malefactors by profession."
THE TRAVELLER. "All the crimes within these islands are committed by
the persons who live in this borough?" Amazed at the improbability of this
proposition.
ALBERT. "Why no Sir! that would be a self-evident absurdity. They only
confess to having transgressed the law," He paused for a moment taking a
second pinch of snuff. "I can discern your wonderment regarding this
intelligence. Permit me to illustrate with an example the neat perfection of the
procedure. For example, one moonless night in The Capital, a house is
sacked, persons abed, servants and masters, are injured or unharmed as the
case may be. When hailed with urgency to attend, The Runners arrive, and
note all the details of the incident, listen to accounts verbatim, from all who
witnessed or were party to the affair. But after due investigation over a period
of time they are unable to apprehend the person or persons responsible for
this outrage against private persons and property. Knowing well the futility of
a prolonged investigation they come at once to this borough, here to select
someone who in the absence of the actual criminals, will be held responsible
by proxy for their crimes. Charged with the offences, this person or persons
are taken, incarcerated, and after duly appearing before our courts of law and
there will have meted out a penalty appropriate to the gravity of the offence."
THE TRAVELLER. Reiterating the gist of his explanation I re-examined
the proposition. "If I understand you well, there operates a system of
jurisprudence within these islands which arrests persons known not to have
committed any specific criminal act, but nevertheless takes them into
custody, and following a trial before judges, imprisons them." I stated this
convinced in my own mind that I must have misheard the exposition some
salient and remitting feature.
ALBERT. "You truly state Sir what is the essence of the system."
THE TRAVELLER. "This cannot be." I protested "If it is indeed a true

account of the case, it is without doubt the greatest outrage against the laws
of natural justice."
ALBERT. "Consider Sir, the advantage of such a system," he replied calmly.
"The font of your indignation rests on the assumption that The Publick
demands to be held to account, the specific person, who commits a specific
crime. I must in all honesty dissent with this opinion. All The Publick
demands is that someone must be seen to pay the price the law demands. It is
symbolic in the pure sense. If someone is seen to be punished that is
sufficient unto itself. What need to get deep into a mire of individual guilt or
innocence. Our custom and practice in these matters ensures no crime is ever
left unsolved."
THE TRAVELLER. Much distressed by what Albert had imparted to me
the following words stumbled from my lips "Meanwhile knowingly innocent
people languish in dungeons. What must be the effect on them of
unjustifiable deprivation of their personal liberty?"
ALBERT. 'sir! You fail to appreciate the nub of the argument if I might
make bold enough to say as such. All know well the rules of this game. It is
the means by which those who dwell here within The Borough of the
Malefactors earn their daily bread. After sentence is passed, a period of
confinement, the length of which depends on the gravity of the crime they
purge, a panel of High Judges meet in secret and after due consideration of
the documents relating to the particular case direct the imprisoned individual
be released at the conclusion of an agreed length of time, the imprisoned
being given a goodly sum in recompense, paid from the coffers of the
exchequer. See how the jog comes full circle. Crime is committed, The
Publick can see someone held responsible and punished. The chosen
scapegoat mildly suffers incarceration for a predetermined period of time and
then is released with sufficient money to live on in ease and comfort until the
next occasion The Runners are in need of his services."
THE TRAVELLER. "The next time!" I exclaimed with disbelief. "This
torturous procedure sweeps up its victims more than once?" my usual clarity
of thought chilled by what had been imparted to me.
ALBERT. "For some more than six incarcerations within ten years, the

maximum permitted by act of law. Come now my good Sir! why the look of
disbelief? If we had time to call and ask for their opinion, I have no doubt
they would without reservation express approval of the system and the role
they are called on to play.

The Rule of Law is the truth that separates order from anarchy.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw IXXX

THE TRAVELLER. Albert set the Solar Cart to forward-motion and we
rejoined the highway again, en route for The Capital, trailing close in behind
for some miles that now familiar marque of black-painted Solar Cart, the uses
of which I had so recently become familiar. Bereft of speech I stared through
the iron-barred windows at those chained within.

The Capital of Herttach

IX
We reach The Capital of Herttach. Snug in our official lodging-house, Albert
accompanies me on a preliminary tour of the metropolis.

THE TRAVELLER. Two hours past the midday bell we entered the outer
environs of The Capital of Herttach. The further in we penetrated the city,
more I pondered on my recollections of the gruesome Rings of Hades
described with such force by the Italian scribe of universal renown. Each
boundary we crossed evinced greater congestion than the one that went
before. Men women and children in countless multitudes. Solar and other
carts inching painfully towards their eventual destinations. The unintelligible
racket of speech and street-noise mixing aurally into an unintelligible babble
and screech. Wheels clattering on cobble. The shouts of street vendors.
Incoherent cries of Broadsheet and Small Sheet sellers waving the latest
edition in the faces of the passers-by. Pavements so full, scarce was there an
opportunity to glimpse underfoot the material from which they were
constructed. Of fine public buildings there were many, though most of streets
in which they stood were narrow and nearly all marred by grime and detritus,
at pavement level the feet of the ambulant citizens stirring a veritable broth of
discarded paper, rags and all manner of noxious refuse. This aspect of neglect
I found distressing, all the more so because there was hinted former times of
elegance and good order. Albert, perhaps because familiarity renders all men
sightless, drove on, cursing other drivers and those pedestrians unfortunate
enough to have need of crossing the highway.
In not less than two hours after crossing the periphery of The Capital we
came to a halt outside a tall red brick building situated down a small side
street. This was, Albert explained, an Official and Secure House made
available for the use and comfort of favoured visitors. A woman of middling
years dressed in black with a white cap on her head opened the street door on
the instant of our apparently anticipated arrival and greeting Albert with
deference bade us enter into the reception hall. Another servant, a youth of
about eighteen, attended to our baggage and then shewed me my chamber, a
well proportioned room with a large casement window that overlooked the

street below. Every comfort was evident, nothing having been overlooked in
furniture and draperies, everything therein showing the very highest quality
and taste. The youth put down my bags and informed me that refreshment,
small beer and cheese, would be ready and laid on the table in the dining
salon. Thanking him, he taking his leave to attend to other duties.
I quickly unpacked my bags and stowed their contents in the oak press and
chest provided for this purpose. I took particular care to secrete the purse of
Herttach Coin and again was struck as I took it from my valise, prior to
locking it up in a secure wall-cupboard, that the pouch was less heavy than
last time I held it. Having remained sealed, this was a foolish notion, one
which gave me cause to reflect for a moment on the imprecise nature of the
five human senses. Satisfied with my arrangements and having donned clean
linen, I quitted my room and made my way downstairs to the dining salon
there to eat and discuss with Albert the scheme of things he had planned with
which to occupy the next few days.
Weary from our recent travels it was decided a short walk about the streets
within the vicinity of our lodgings would be sufficient enough on this first
day, our intention being to return, sup, and then early abed in preparedness to
equip us bodily to cope with the rigours of more intensive exploration on the
morrow.
Having thus decided on our plan and after having enjoyed the repast laid in
advance of our arrival, we both donned our outer coats and hats and presently
I found myself walking for the first time along the streets of the fabled
Capital of Herttach. This being my first visit and not wishing to appear too
critical, nevertheless, I could not help but remark to Albert concerning the
parlous condition of the streets, alleys and by-ways, of which I could not help
but notice during our initial entrance into The Capital. Every aspect left much
to be desired by way of cleanliness. What I asked was the reason for this
disorder, thinking some publick holiday might have recently taken place with
all the resultant debris such periods of licence invariably engender.
ALBERT. Surprised at the substance of my observation, he seemed not to
give it notice or suffer little inconvenience. "In times past workmen were
employed by to cleanse the streets and highways daily. Hark back, I beg of
you, to that day when we were standing in The Square of the small town

located in the Mid-Lands. There we discoursed about The Market Place, the
salient principle around which pivots all the multifarious activities of
Government and State. Tell me Sir why should The Publick Purse have need
to expend monies on the provision of services of this nature, when private
means can be marshalled to effect the same, thus providing with one swift
blow, unsurpassed standards and reduced demand on the exchequer. Our
former Great Statesperson issued a proclamation expounding in detail the
underlying principles of this philosophy and a legislation was promulgated to
the effect that private individuals could tender for the right to organise and
direct the former concerns of publick business. With specific regard to the
case in point, in due time The street cleansing men employed by The
Boroughs were discharged and a joint-stock company who had gained the
winning tender was entrusted with responsibility for fulfilling these tasks in
the future."
THE TRAVELLER. "This was a recent change in the manner of conducting
of these affairs?" I inquired, thinking this must indeed by the explanation for
the accumulated filth I carefully picked my way among.
ALBERT. "Recent? Not recent. Perhaps ten years ago or a trifle more,"
replied Albert, stopping for a moment to scrape from his heel on the curbstone, a mess of rotten fruit he had a moment before stepped on. "You must
be aware Sir that no small time is taken for matters such as these to be
brought to a condition of overall satisfaction. The first company who held the
contract for cleansing in this particular locality was declared bankrupt within
six months of gaining it. Since that time no fewer than fifteen other jointstock and private companies won and then lost the contract."
THE TRAVELLER. We pushed our way from the main street where the
milling mass of citizens hurrying homewards made both our passage and
conversation difficult, therefore we ambled along a smaller street where most
of the shops appeared to be devoted to the selling and repair of clocks and
watches. Now able to continue in a voice of more moderate tones I continued
my inquiries of Albert "Is there general satisfaction with this manner of
operating services essential to public health and the general good of the
community?" convinced his own dissatisfaction at this current state of affairs
must indeed express itself.

ALBERT. Stopping for a moment to glance in a shop window at a
particularly fine example of the horologists art wrought in gold and enamel.
"When the fifth company responsible due to lack of coin found itself unable
to pay the workmen it employed monies due to them, riot did ensue around
Herbert Purlock Square in the centre of The Borough. The Runners were
assembled at once and order was restored, not however before damage to the
sum of twenty thousand Herttach Crowns was perpetrated, the costs of
restoration having to be met by The Exchequer from taxes.

Trust cannot be placed in any notion of responsibility for the greater good
being foremost in the minds of labouring men
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XXIV

THE TRAVELLER. We turned right into and along a street mainly
residential in character. Outside of each of the houses, refuse packed in black
canvas sacks, some of which had been ripped open by marauding cats,
spilling their contents, were stacked untidily, the distinct odour of decaying
food assailing the nostrils, forced as we were on occasions to walk into the
roadway to skirt and avoid them. "Why then, having suffered numerous
attempts by various persons, individual and collective, to provide services
and failing to do so, why perchance were not the methods employed in
former times revived, employing workmen directly, thus returning matters to
the condition of former satisfaction and stability?"
ALBERT. Halted and turned towards me on one heel, answering my
question with stare incomprehension and incredulity. "The key principle of
wise government is clearly stated within The Minikin Blue Book.

Each course of policy and action once set, must be adhered to without any notion of turning about or
deviation.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw VIII

Such was the distaste the Great Statesperson viewed the thought of any form
of sudden about-turns-of-face, she would on all occasions, I have heard said
on the highest authority, to avoid turning her head, walk in a small circle if
she had the need of look at what was behind her, a circumlocution even then
sparingly and reluctantly engaged in. It is a mode of action well learned and
practiced by the most trusted and devoted of her successors."
THE TRAVELLER. Darkness beginning to fall, shutters being drawn and
within interior of houses and places of business the lamps being lit, we
returned to our place of lodging with little further discussion through a maze
of side-streets thus avoiding the bustle of the main thoroughfares. Arriving
back at our lodgings we partook of a good plain board, provided and then
sometime after thirty minutes past the tenth hour I retired to my chamber. A
cheerful fire had been lit and I took this time of quietude to fetch my journal
up to date.
Before getting into my bed I peered out through the window of my chamber
to gaze across the rooftops of The City, the magnitude of which for a moment
or more overwhelmed me, and then directed mine eyes down to the street
below me and was saddened to observe numerous persons preparing their
own beds for the night on doorsteps and in porches, their only covering
against the cold of night, ragged blankets or sheets of paper gleaned from
discarded broadsheets.

X
We make a visit to The Government of Herttach Office of Official Statistick to
see the workings of The Malleable Number Engine a device of indigenous
invention.

THE TRAVELLER. Rising early next morning, quickly the donned
garments I considered appropriate for that day and went down to join Albert
in the dining-chamber. After breakfasting in the full Herttach style, a great
platter filled with griddled meats, blood pudding, and eggs. On the hour a
Solar Cab which had been commanded on our behalf by The Housekeeper
arrived to transport us.
Albert after giving some instruction as to the time of our return, we were
borne off through a confusion of traffic, eventually reaching The Official
Office of Statistick. It was a large building with a frontage built in a
neoclassical style, occupying a fine situation hard-by the banks of the
principal river of The Capital. To the front, a courtyard spanned its entire
length, an area surrounded by a high-wall on whose top spikes of iron were
affixed. We halted before the ornate iron gates which barred our entry until
the gate keeper, whose alacrity in effecting the opening of these barriers, gave
me pause to think that our arrival was not unexpected. The gates open, our
Solar Cab rolled into the courtyard and we stepped down, the gate-keeper
touching the brim of his hat with a respectful salute. The parking ground
were marked out with spaces reserved for the use of official Solar Carts, each
one carefully identified with a numbered plaque screwed to the wall beside it.
Albert dismissed our driver, first giving him instructions as to at what hour he
must return to convey us to another destination. Albert, who by this time I
began to realize was no mere Travellers Guide but someone of importance,
led our way up the marble steps where the massive entrance doors were
pulled open by liveried attendants thus permitting our access into the interior
of the building. After a brief word in the ear of a Senior Attendant, we
crossed the marble floor to mount a curving staircase, the balustrade of which
was decorated with statues of fantastical beasts from mythology, Albert made
a directly to a room situated on the second level, there confronted by a

handsome door constructed from solid oak, he took a key from an inner
pocket and unlocking the portal opened it and indicated that I follow him
inside.
Dominating all else in the centre of a large room stood an engine of
impressive dimensions. How can I describe it with proper attention to detail
that might convey just a hint of the mechanical presence it displayed. This
machine stood four metres high and I would estimate the square area of a
cross section must have measured no less than thirty square metres. Its
construction was of the metal, brass, some other rarer minerals, the nature of
which I could not immediately identify, played their part in the totality of its
assembly. On the side of the machine opposite to the door a brass-plate was
fixed, engraved with scroll work, the inscribing hand showing craftsmanship
of a high-order, the following information was imparted.

THE MALLEABLE NUMBER ENGINE. TYPE VI

Around the perimeter of the machine a number of working desks jutted out
from the main structure, convenient in height to allow a clerk or operator to
sit and work in comfort. Albert took me to an unoccupied position and sat
down, first placing a chair for my use close by his own and then commenced
to expound about the marvels of the machine, the workings of which he
appeared to enjoy a profound knowledge.
ALBERT. Sir, you will recall our conversation concerning the subject of the
method of calculating numbers relevant to the workings of The State and
society in general. The instance mentioned by yourself was The Compilation
Of The Tables Of Numbers Of Those Persons Without Gainful Employment.
You expressed some astonishment as to my reply, your doubts unanswered, I
being content to postpone a fuller explanation until this moment."
Running his fingers lightly over the surface of the desk and control-buttons
"Let me tell you first of something of the history of this mechanical wonder.
Before its invention, devised and constructed by a mechanic of native wit and

genius, all official numbers, their recording, manipulation, calculation, and so
forth were the responsibility of a large body of clerks, writing with quill and
ink on parchment sheets. Imagine if you will the difficulties of overseeing
such a task. Problems of collation. Lack of ease of access to much needed
calculations that by necessity had to be hand searched from a vast
accumulation of records. Further still and more grave the results of particular
calculations had to be entrusted to the clerks guile, who in general being
nothing other than lowly functionaries were inclined to produce simplistic
numerical answers. Ten and Ten equals twenty to furnish with an apt
example."
THE TRAVELLER. Inset within the surface of the working-desk were a
banks of movable keys, each one inscribed with the letters of the alphabet,
also numbers from one to ten and yet another key this one engraved with 0.
Albert by way of testing, pushed one of the keys hard down with the
forefinger of his right hand, depressing it. Immediately the noise of a
measured series of clicks and the whirling of cog wheels could be heard
coming from the interior of the machine. Seemingly satisfied Albert
continued.
ALBERT. "Let us consider a specific instance and subject it to detailed
numerical examination
THE NUMBER OF SOLAR CARTS USING THE HIGHWAY
ENCIRCLING THE CAPITAL ON A GIVEN DAY
You will remember our using The Solar Cart Circle Route when on our
journey to the north?"
THE TRAVELLER. Indeed I had a clear recollection, mainly one of chaos
and forward movement being an infrequent occurrence.
ALBERT. "The fundamental numbers are collected and dispatched to this
office by persons employed by governmental cabinets to work at this and
similar tasks," showing me a parchment filled with numbers written in a neat
hand "I have here before me a recorded details concerning"
I. The Number of Solar Carts Passing A Fixed Point During The Period Of

One Hour: 6024
So saying he punched this exact number into the keyboard thus to enter them
into the machine. "It could be inferred therefore this is a true representation
of the state of traffic on this principal highway," without waiting for any
reply "Not so. The Malleable Number Engine is a subtle device. Read from
off this list I will introduce the following intelligence additionally gleaned by
our observer."

II. Three Hundred and Ninety Five Solar Carts had red wheels.
III. Nine Hundred and Eighty Five Solar Carts had less than two passengers.
IV. One Thousand and Sixty Four conveyed only the driver.
V. Seven Hundred and Twenty Two were at rest for one hour or more to partake of refreshment.
VI. Four Hundred and Twenty One were in poor mechanical order.
VII. Four Hundred and Thirteen hailed from cities other than The Capital.
VIII. It was raining hard.

He then pressed with confident fingers, one row of keys marked only with
symbols the significance of which I knew not.

VIII. The period of observation was after the forenoon.
IX. The month was November.
X. A flock of ducks were seen to fly above The Highway.
XI. The Official responsible for our highways was absent inspecting the Far North Eastern Regions of
Herttach.
XII. The Person collecting these fundamental numbers wore that day new hose that fitted badly, much
to his discomfort.

THE TRAVELLER. Another key was depressed causing sounds of frantic
mechanical activity within the bowels of the engine. Then as if triumphant,
having completed all the necessary entries, Albert grasped the handle of a
small windlass which protruded from an orifice to the side of the working
desk, and gave it three brisk turns. The Malleable Number Engine responded
in an instant, the sounds of its working parts reaching a well oiled crescendo,
moments later to be followed by the opening of a small trap door in the space
above the desk. A square of parchment covered in writing and numbers was
ejected into Albert's outstretched hands. Smilingly he read aloud:
ALBERT. "Calculation Concerning The Flow Of Solar Carts Past A Point
Upon Our Principle Circular Highway During A Span Of One Hour,"
Authoritatively clearing his throat "Definitive Calculation Performed On The
Twenty Seventh Day of the Year of Our Succession. Total Number Of Solar
Carts In Circulation Of The Highway Calculated After Considering
Ameliorating Conditions And Circumstance: 744."
THE TRAVELLER. "But these results lack veracity. They are nought but
the results of guile and mechanical trickery," I protested "How can they,
when disseminated, be favourably regarded by the citizens?"
ALBERT. Smoothing the Results Parchment with contented digits. "I ask of
you Sir. why should these results be doubted. Issued thus for the general
information of the publick they will be taken as true account, concerning this
fact there can be little doubt.

Official Statisticks are the soothing numerical balm set to comfort the brow
of the citizen.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw LV

Your perceived necessity for absolutes is at odds with the reality of common
thinking. Surely you must Sir be aware it is prejudice masquerading as
opinion that shapes the behaviour and attitudes of most men. Who requires

the burden of rising daily thus to consider afresh the substance, of this, the
effects of that, the causes and conclusions of something else. No Sir, to rest
easy and rise with tranquillity, without a head agog with disturbing thoughts
and anxieties is the ambition of all but a very few men. The genius of The
Malleable Number Machine is that it can provide much desired reassurance at
the merest touch of few depressed metallic keys."
THE TRAVELLER. He added it could also be utilized to arouse the brow if
circumstances required it to do so. Before exiting Albert introduced me to the
regular operators who each in turn were willing to impart to me some
knowledge of the tasks in which they were engaged.

I. Calculations concerning the extent of Fish Catches On The River Berwell.
II. The policy document proving it was prudent to pay Ministers Of The Ruling Council one hundred
thousand Herttach Crowns per annum instead of fifty thousand Herttach Crowns.
III. Numerical tables proving the manufacture of silk garters for ladies of the court had risen by no less
than six hundred fold since the previous quarter day.
IV. Irrefutable Proof that citizens having to apply to the Hurry Station System had declined in number
during three months past by a factor of one thousand percentage.

Word was brought that our Solar Cab had returned on the correct hour and
was even now awaiting us in the forecourt. The Operators bade me farewell
most civilly as we took our leave, Albert locking the door of The Engine
Room securely behind us, informed me what I had seen, no person other than
Members of the Ruling Council, were privy to. Descending the fine stairway,
crystal chandeliers glinting high above our heads, we passed back through the
reception-hall to reach the courtyard there to mount the Solar Cab. The
Attendants assisting our departure. The rabble excluding wrought iron gates
opened, their keeper saluting our exit.

The Hospital Saint Michael the Decliner

XI
We spy by chance a Solar Cart whose ringing hand-bell shewed it to be one
employed to carry the sick with haste to hospital. Considering it appropriate,
we follow, thence to view the means by which the afflicted of Herttach are
tended.

THE TRAVELLER. Albert seeing a Physic Solar Cart, the assistant driver
ringing loudly a hand bell to force a way through the traffic, considered this
might be a goodly time for us to follow, speeding our own path and giving
me opportunity to see at near hand the manner in which those in need of
healing and succour were attended.
Even with the hand bell ringing loudly and incessantly the journey across the
city took much of one hour to complete. The Hospital Saint Michael the
Decliner, stood six floors high, occupying a gloomy situation, overshadowed
on all sides by even taller gaunt buildings, these Albert informed, me housed
the poorer classes of The Metropolis.
The Physic Solar Cart we were following came to a sudden halt adjacent to a
side door, green in colour, with what paint it still retained peeling off in
ragged strips. The injured person was bundled out of the cart and through the
door with what appeared to me, looking on from some distance, less
carefulness than I would have considered appropriate in such circumstances. I
inquired of Albert as to whether the provision of healing and cure of the sick
was available for the benefit of all classes of The Island of Herttach.
ALBERT. "Of this fact Sir you may be assured. Many years past a Member
of the Ruling Council who was influential devised the means by which all
could expect as their right, care in illness and physical adversity without
payment. A system was funded by each person making a small contribution
from his wages throughout the time of his useful working life. The argument
in favour of this provision for all was one not made without some self interest
of The State being considered. Indeed Sir the intending legislator forcefully
argued that time a nation of healthy citizens will combine in unity and

strength, to the general advantage of society, in times of peace, and more
particularly during periods of war and conflict.
THE TRAVELLER. Considering the proper and unstinting care of the
afflicted to be mark of a truly civilized state, I assured Albert of my approval
of such a philosophy and further inquired if this system had been modified or
changed since its inception.
ALBERT. Silent a moment longer before proffering an answer. "In spirit
yes, though it would be less than the truth to say some now do pay coin for
attention. Thought current at this time considers the philosophy of The
Market Place needs must be applied to all matters where state expenditure
requires control and reduction. Though be assured other than minor instances
all expect and receive equal attention in due time."
THE TRAVELLER. Albert instructed the driver of our Solar Cab to wait
and getting down we both crossed the hospital yard and there were
confronted by two doors. The first large and in fine order, painted white with
a polished knocker and brass-hinges. The second adjacent door was less
cared for, patches of a cheaper wood showing through where neglected
paintwork had decayed. Above the first portal the letters HC were sculpted
and embellished with gold leaf. Above the second was fixed a weathered
board faintly shewing the ill inscribed legend NHC. The area in front of the
first portal was free of any gathering of persons, a Physic Solar Cart of
superior design and construction parked and waiting in readiness. Outside the
second entrance a long line of people of all ages, some in obvious distress,
lingered wearily in the biting wind that swept around the surrounding
buildings and over the chill cobbles. Observing that The acronyms above the
respective entrances, neither imparted any meaning to me, having never
before observed anything similar, I requested an explanation. What did they
mean. Albert, I swear on oath, took longer than was his usual custom, when
answering any inquiry
ALBERT. "HC signifies HERTTACH CROWNS. NHC means NO
HERTTACH CROWNS. One door is for those who have means to pay, the
other for those without means of payment. Though it must be conveyed to
you that the reception given to both classes of person is in no way different
when presentation before the consulting cabinet of the doctor is reached."

THE TRAVELLER. Stepping forward a few paces and pushing open the
first door marked HC I looked in and saw before me a long passage with a
bright clean tiled floor laid out and decorated in the Italian style. The desk for
the reception of the sick, placed conveniently at the far end of the corridor,
was manned by a kindly female dressed in the white garments customary
within institutions that attend to sickness and injury. A small number of
patients sat is comfort on cushioned chairs and settles awaiting attention.
Flowers in glass pitchers and paintings hung on the walls, creating an
atmosphere of reassurance and tranquillity. I was much impressed by what I
saw and informed Albert of my approval. Joining me he closed the white
door not wishing the interior to become chilled by the cold winds from
outside making an unwelcome entrance.
Gently I asked the person at the head of the line of folk waiting outside the
second entrance, a man whose bound leg and crutches seemed to indicate a
broken limb, if he would stand aside for a moment, he did so with unspoken
resignation. I pushed open the door marked NHC here too was a long
passage, but here any resemblance with the one I had previously observed
ended. It was dull, unkempt, and gloomy, what little natural light there was
filtering through a small window set high up on one wall. Cobwebs hung like
shrouds from the ceiling. Decay and the unmistakable smell of neglect
assailed my nose. But this was as nothing when compared with the other
objects spread out before me. Between the entrance where we stood and the
archway at the far end of the corridor, where a clean bright light penetrated
from the room for the reception of the sick, which we had seen in full view
through the first doorway, was erected a random obstructions of gates, bars,
mounds of wet sand, nets made of ropes, all preventing progress unless
climbed over, under, or across. Attempting to traverse these obstacles were
no fewer than twenty persons, each one wearily attempting to reach refuge at
the haven of light shining beyond the distant opening. Some used sticks to
support themselves. Others could barely crawl. One fellow exhausted by the
impossibility of the task, was slumped against the wall, with no sound issuing
from his mouth, his face white and lips blued.
Speech or comment regarding what I saw dried in my gorge, absorbing in
disbelief the implications of what was happening in this place, the awfulness
of the scene rendering me incapable. My feet seemed rooted as if made of

stone and I have no recollection of the period of time I stood there with my
mouth open like some miserable fish, helpless and flapping on the rough
wooden boards of a fisherman's coracle.
I scarcely felt Albert take my elbow to guide me back to the Solar Cab. The
poor fellow who's place I had taken to look through that awful NHC portal
limped back to reclaim his position, he being anxious to enter and attempt the
course that impeded his way, the quicker to have the attention of those whose
task it is to mend and heal sick unfortunates.

The Money Exchange

XII
Albert takes me to see the workings of the Money Exchange, better to
understand the financial institutions that provide the broad base on which
Herttach stands supreme amongst trading nations. That evening we visit The
Chauvanismascope a popular form of entertainment.

THE TRAVELLER. I must confess that I slept badly during my second
night spent in The Capital, dreams of a dark hue disturbing my usual
equilibrium. Around four after the midnight bell, I was forced to take from
my bag the small flask I always carry, and having drunk a good measure of
brandy, fell into a somewhat more peaceful slumber.
Awakened by the youth who attended me on arrival, I was gratified to see
that he fetched for me a dish of chocolate and some slices of spiced bread laid
out on a tray. This he placed on the counterpane informing me that Albert had
needed to leave early to deal with some matters of importance. The Solar Cab
was fixed to collect me at ten, thus to convey me to The Money Exchange
where Albert would join me. Happy to lie abed for awhile longer this
particular morning, after dismissing the youth, I drank my chocolate and ate
the bread with satisfaction, feeling comforted after the rigours of the night.
Thus I occupied myself until beyond nine of the clock, rising in to make my
toilet and dress in good time before I needs quit the house.
The Solar Cab conductor knocked on the front-door and The Housekeeper
sent the boy up to inform me of the arrival of my transport. Going down and
taking my farewell of the servants, the driver of the Solar Cab, a most civil
fellow, attired in riding-breeches, close-buttoned jacket, and peaked cap,
eased me aboard and an instant later I was once again immersed in the ebb
and flow of traffic and noise of The Metropolis. Looking about myself as we
progressed I reflected this was the first time I had travelled alone since my
arrival in this island country.
After some time and without mishap we reached our intended destination.
Albert greeted me warmly, standing awaiting my arrival on the steps of The

Money Exchange, and begged my pardon for having not been able to
accompany me during the journey from our lodging. He explained a message
had reached him concerning official matters that would brook no delay. I
assured him that there was no need of any explanation and added further that
I was eager to take a full part in what he had in store for my interest and
information during this day. So stating we entered the building and some
short time later found ourselves in a gallery adjacent The Trading Floor.
The Main Hall of The Money Exchange resembled some vast circular cavern
wrought by the hand of man. The ceiling soared high above the marble tiles
of the floor itself, the general style of the architecture imparting a notion of
the interior of some important church or similar edifice of religious devotion,
rather than being a place for the transaction of monetary business. Leaded
windows, framed archaic tracery, rich in colour, designs illustrating aspects
of industry and commerce. Agriculture. The smelting of iron and steel,
looking at which, I could not for a moment but think of the view I had seen
on the viaduct above The Valley of Tindall. The preparation of chemicals and
drugs. Construction of public buildings. Banking. Trade by water, across seas
and along canals. The conveyance of goods by means of large Solar Carts.
The phalanx of activity concerned with the making and accumulation of
wealth, symbolized in coloured glass edged and held fast in place by strips of
the base metal.
The many interior doors were fashioned from rare hard woods, the side
pillars and lintels wrought from the choicest marble, carved, mitred, and
polished. Illumination, additional to that the stained-glass windows provided,
was furnished by an array of gilded chandeliers hanging from chains fixed
high above hanging down from on ornately gilded and decorated bosses.
Albert led the way up many stone staircases and breathless we found
ourselves standing on a gallery running in full circle around the interior walls
and fixed no less than twenty metres above the Trading Floor, a perch that
allowed us the opportunity to take advantage of a choice of vantage points.
Dominating the scene below was a massive apparatus that occupied the
central area on the floor and that of the Trading Hall itself. Allow me to
describe in some detail the features of this remarkable, and within limits of
my previous experience, unique edifice.

The base portion could be likened to a round-table of formidable
circumference, around which were placed no fewer than seven hundred
chairs, Albert confirmed this number. Chairs that were identical in design and
upholstered with velvet and embellished with golden tassels, providing,
apparently, a designated seat for every elected member of The Money
Exchange. The area of table in front of each chair was separated from those
adjacent by the use of wooden rails, no more than a hand span in height,
marking off the raked surface, every individual isosceles triangular segment
covered with green baize cloth. The base of these triangular areas marked the
outer edge of the table, their apex abutting the principal cylindrical structure,
of massive diameter and height, with an unbroken surface, other than small
openings, perhaps two hand spans square, each individual opening set above
the apex of the allotted seven hundred segments of the table.
Most remarkable was the activity whose progress commenced soon after our
arrival. The top of the giant metallic cylinder, which we could view clearly
from where we were at this moment standing, was sealed, except for the
addition of a kind of funnel, fixed and rising from its centre. You may
perhaps imagine its form with greater clarity by recalling the shape of that
simple utensil employed to fill wine bottles with a jug, thus to prevent
spillage. This funnel measured about one hundred hands spans from edge to
edge and I could glimpse and beneath it yet another cylinder fixed within the
larger outer casing.
At a point on the outer-gallery directly opposite to the point where we
ourselves were standing was fixed a walkway dizzily high above the floor of
The Money Exchange. One end was attached to the gallery the other ending at
a point above the mouth of the funnel. This walkway, made from wrought
and cast-iron was hung in place with rods of steel attached to its handrails
and then on upwards where they were fixed to metal-plates riveted to the
ceiling.
Porters, each carrying a wicker hod strapped to his back, began to emerge in
line through a doorway which I had noticed previously, an entrance closely
secured by an inner door made from stout iron bars. At either side of this
portal stood uniformed halberdiers. The inner and outer door and gate had
now been thrown open giving one a glimpse of the strong-room within.

The first of the porters led the line of his fellows and commenced crossing
the narrow span of the gallery and trod what I considered must surely be a
perilous path out from the gallery along the walkway, where on reaching the
end directly above the cylinder, deposited the contents of his wicker hod into
the open mouth of the funnel below him. This being done, the next man did
likewise, the first returning to fetch a second load, there being just enough
room for two people to pass side-by-side along this precarious gangway. The
porters, twenty in number, counted by me, were all without exception, Albert
explained to me, men of extreme integrity, chosen to fulfill this daily task
only after long and faithful service in the role of less senior servants to The
Money Exchange. We observed the ritual for a goodly length of time. I must
confess to a profound ignorance, not grasping the significance of what was
occurring before mine eyes. In mitigation, you must allow that our point of
observation, even though on level with The Porters, was in fact fixed some
considerable distance from the end of the walkway, and I could not see,
though my eyesight is considered good, what was the nature of the substance
being carried and tipped into the bowels of the towering cylindrical
apparatus. Albert enlightened me.
ALBERT. "The Coin of Herttach," he said revealing the true nature of what
it was the trusted attendants transported on their backs along the elevated
walkway. "The highest denomination of Herttach Crowns."
THE TRAVELLER. Countless was the number of loads each attendant sent
tumbling down into the open mouth of the column. Then at a point where I
sensed the task was all but completed, a hubbub drew my attention to what
was occurring in the tableaux far beneath us. Considerable numbers of men,
all without exception in garments that hinted at wealth and position, began to
enter, thence to occupy the chairs that stood awaiting their arrival.
The last load of the Herttach Crowns having been tipped into the funnel, the
porter tasked with bearing the concluding coin filled wicker hod, closed off
the gate at the end of the walkway and retired to join his fellows in the strong
room, pulling to the iron gate behind himself with a loud clang, followed hard
by the scrape of a great key turning in a lock, its metallic note echoing along
the gallery walls.
Albert bade me look down onto the floor of The Money Exchange and I could

observe now that that all the positions around the perimeter of The Great
Device were occupied. Then of an instant each seated Member abruptly
concluded verbal exchanges with those persons adjacent to him. An
atmosphere of quiet expectation pervaded. After some minutes of silence,
astonished, I heard the inner-cylinder, wherin the Coin of the Realm had been
deposited, starting to revolve. Albert informed that the mechanism by which
this rotation was achieved was by means of a shaft fixed to the base of the
vessel, this passing down through the floor, where a Solar Engine of special
design was employed to enable the circumvolution. Faster and faster the
inner-cylinder spun reaching a velocity that I imagined could not be sustained
without damage to the apparatus, then, a deafening crash, the cylinder came
to rest within a second of time, following by the noise of cascades of Herttach
Crowns coins spewing from the apertures and sliding down the incline of the
partitioned table segments there to be grasped and gathered by the waiting
hands of some, though not all, members of The Money Exchange, some
apertures seemingly having yielded no coin.
An eerie silence followed, broken only by sounds of those who had Herttach
Crowns to count and stow within voluminous purses, their less fortunate
compatriots, those whose table segments were devoid of gain, taking their
leave with many a salute of farewell until the morrow.
ALBERT. Come," he said, 'sensing well the depth of my confusion and
general incomprehension concerning the nature of the drama I had just
witnessed. "Let us repair to The Mess Hall there I can explain whilst we
consume some, no doubt welcome, refreshment."
THE TRAVELLER. So saying he led the way through a door and off the
gallery. After walking down many stairs and negotiating our way along a
myriad passages, we at last reached The Mess Hall, a place cheer and
refreshment reserved for members of The Money Exchange and others on
official business.
The servants employed seemed to know Albert well and we were directed to
a table without delay, most of the others being occupied by members who
were pleasantly engaged in drinking a bottle or two of claret or sparkling
wine, the easier to mull over the business of that morning. A bottle of sound
red wine was placed before us and expertly poured by a white gloved minion,

another laying before us wooden-platters filled with ham, cheese, pickled
vegetables, a basket of crisp white bread and butter. Famished, nothing was
said for some time until the edge of our appetites had been softened and only
then whilst finishing our luncheon, did Albert devote himself to explaining
the substance of what I had just witnessed.
ALBERT. "Consider the axiom The gain of one man is the loss of
another,"Thus he commenced his discourse, punctuating it by taking
mouthfuls of bread and ham and gulps of wine. "Cognizance of this
constitutes the foundations on which this ancient and worthy institution is
based. All members of The Money Exchange are elected by a committee of
their peers, consideration only being given if the intending member can
demonstrate proven access to a substantial level of wealth. Gaining
admittance is difficult, and rightly so, even by those who meet the conditions
stated. Numerous applicants spend a life time on the roll of those who wish to
be considered, but are never called forth. In former times each elected
member worked in offices within these walls for many hours each day,
transacting, changing, competing for business against his fellows. Until a
searching question was posed: "To what purpose was all this activity?" Sir
Edrich Hijack, a high academic, ensconced in our most ancient university,
formulated A New System of Economic and Social Politick". His profound
thoughts were expounded in a book that claimed the immediate attention of
all people of influence. In essence it stated the aforementioned and obvious
fact: That the gain of one man is the loss of another. This truth being selfevident then why then indulge in irksome daily tasks when the distribution
and redistribution of money could be organized with particular ease and
logic. Each day, The Machine you observed, devised and constructed, by the
inventor of The Malleable Number Engine, is filled with Herttach Crowns,
the total sum of which is fixed yearly by The Money Exchange Council.
Daily, Monday to Friday each member at the appointed hour takes his
allotted position around this ingenious engine and in due course gains or does
not gain, governed by pure chance, the apertures from which coin is or is not
ejected, totally random in nature. The member sitting at a productive position
takes the money flooding on to his changing desk. The member positioned at
a place where the aperture remains void takes nought, knowing that on the
morrow the hand of chance might deal in his favour. Consider the elegance of
such a procedure. Over the course of time all members receive a share of

what money there is in circulation with ease and simplicity, giving them time
to depart early each day from this place of business, thereby freeing them to
partake in preferred pursuits, hunting, fishing with an angle, visiting fields
where horse races against horse, in fact all pastimes deemed suitable for
gentlemen and their ladies."
THE TRAVELLER. Replying to Albert that I could without doubt see the
manifold advantages of this mode of wealth distribution to those fortunate
enough to have access to its benefits. But in my own, undoubtedly untutored
opinion, I sensed present within it a deadly flaw. He inquired what defect
could this be. I replied that surely the general store of coin available must in
truth become less each day under this system, for surely more is taken than
was ever returned
ALBERT. Almost choking on morsel of cheese with an excess mirth "My
dear Sir you have a marked propensity, if you will forgive me stating so, to
seek problems where no problem exists. The Reserve Store of Herttach
Crowns is added to daily from the coffers of a multitude of Foreign Bankers,
much I might add, to the particular satisfaction of all concerned."
THE TRAVELLER. Presently a servant came to inform that The Solar Cab,
retained for the duration of my visit to The Capital awaited or presence.
Albert informed me the driver, a local man, having knowledge of by ways,
the better to travel with to avoid undue delay, had returned at a previously
fixed time to convey us elsewhere in the city.
Leaving The Money Exchange, Albert receiving and bestowing many nods
and waves of recognition, we made our rendezvous with our carriage and
were soon off into the now familiar morass of wheeled traffic. Having time to
reflect, Albert used these otherwise idle moments to explain the workings of
a salient aspect of The Money Exchange System."
ALBERT. "You might not have observes them," he said "on the trading
segments that make up The Members Desks, directly in the middle of the
receiving area, there is bored a small hole, just a trifle larger than the coins
spilling over it. Most days a few coins find they way into this aperture which
is connected by a lengthy series of tubes to a small trough set in the outer
walls of the building. By this means a small store of coin becomes available

to those of the poor who wish to retrieve them, proving without need for
dissent the truth of yet another conclusion of Sir Hedrich Hijack's
dissertation: that wealth trickles down through the fountain of society to the
satisfaction of the moneyed and the succour of the needy."
THE TRAVELLER. No sooner this said and a few other less important
matters mulled over than The Solar Cab halted in front of a large theatre.
Albert had hinted earlier that day it might be of interest for me to witness a
type of entertainment that enjoyed enormous popularity in The Island of
Herttach. The Chauvanismascope, for thus it was called, stood on a wide
avenue, close to the seat of government.

The chauvanismascope

We quitted the Solar Cab and Albert read from the Play Bill pasted on a billboard outside of The Theatre giving notice of what performance would take
place that day.

* A MAN FROM SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.
* A YOUTH BORN IN THE MOUNTAINOUS SOUTH.
* A WOMAN FROM THE FAR NORTH.

jThese plus other descriptions of male and female persons. The only
similarity I could discern linking these performers was that of their stated
origins were countries outside of the shores of The Island of Herttach.
Here too Albert was recognized by on this occasion by The Theatre Manager
and with dispatch and courtesy we were seated in great comfort within a
private box situated second up to the right of the proscenium. There was time
to take a dish of coffee served on a silver slaver before illumination was
dimmed and the performance commenced, this likewise giving me the
opportunity to gaze upon the other theatre goers there assembled.
The seats below and facing the stage were occupied by many persons of
fashion and I inferred, superior status. This impression was confirmed by
Albert, who pointed out to me the identity of some of the persons of note we
had the good fortune to see during The Arrival of the Villagers during the
evening of my first day in Herttach. Lolling in their seats, most with a glass
in hand, they chatted to their immediate companions or called and waved
across to others more distant.
The First Balcony was the province of persons of The Professions. Lawyers,
Doctors, Money Agents, their garments more sober than those seated below
them, in keeping with the exterior appearance essential to those persons who
cultivate a visage of trustworthiness.

The Second Balcony filled with a better class of tradesmen and shopkeepers,
some wearing the garments particular to their occupations, others wore Best
Day Raiment.
The Third and Highest Balcony, so far up within the body of the building, the
heads of those seated on it almost touched the ceiling with their caps and
bonnets, were a noisy, rowdy congregation, many of whom I judged to be the
worse for strong liquor. Impatient for the entertainment to commence, many
of these persons of rude rank, shouted oaths, quips and made ribald
utterances, coarse words accompanied with the throwing of pieces of orange
skin down upon to the heads of their betters seated in lower and more select
parts of the theatre.
The Master of Ceremonies took the stage to a roar of general delight.
Addressing the audience with a few preliminary remarks he busied himself
placing a large card on an easel that stood stage left. On it was written in
large letters, so all in the theatre, no matter where their seating, could read it
with ease.

ACT ONE. A CITIZEN OF....

A country I recognized as having its geographical location in the eastern
regions of The Great Continent. This performer, dressed in the costume of his
native country, walked to the centre of the stage. At once a great roar of
approval and laughter greeted his appearance. He stood quite still, showing
no emotion or any tendency to movement, whilst I wondered what was his
theatrical speciality likely to be? Juggling. Acrobatics. Singing. The Telling
of Jests. An instant later two other fellows bounded on stage each carrying a
stick to which was attached a bladder decorated with the colours of the Flag
of Herttach, joined to the stick with a long cord. They at once commenced to
belabour the unfortunate performer about the head and body with the
bladders, the audience greeting each blow with greater and greater peals of
laughter and mirth, so much so I saw some with tears running down their
cheeks with rapt enjoyment of the spectacle. This continued for no less than

five minutes and then ceased abruptly. All three persons on the stage took
deep bows and exited stage right.
The Master of Ceremonies returned to be followed by a performer from yet
another distant country. The routine of hitting with the bladders repeated in
the same fashion that had gone before. This second performance gave the
onlookers even greater satisfaction, laughter turning to uncontrollable shrieks
of glee. So it continued, with not less than fifteen persons from diverse
regions of the globe standing stock still to be assaulted with Herttach Flag
decorated bladders, much to the general satisfaction and delight of the
audience.

XIII
I meet The Scrivener General of the Cabinet of Official Intelligence. Some
discourse concerning the press. Broadsheets and Smallsheets. How The
Malleable Information Engine is employed to process publick information.

THE TRAVELLER. An interested observer on the forenoon of the day
following would have espied Albert and myself striding under the elaborate
lintel supporting the main doors of the Cabinet of Official Intelligence, there
to be greeted by The Scrivener General. This high official, who I learned later
had been a school fellow of Albert, was a man of deep experience concerning
the assembling and dissemination of printed information.
Leading our small party to room set aside for the hospitality of visitors,
refreshments were served. We drank from heavy crystal glassware, a distilled
liquor, I knew to have its origins on the misty islands off-shore in the Far
North of Herttach, a most potent brew to take, in my judgment, for so early in
the day. Mine own measure I sipped with reserve, not wishing the focus of
my observation to be blurred, though I could not help but contrast this with
my companions who seemed to suffer little trouble imbibing copious
draughts and without a measure of water about which I myself insisted.
ALBERT. "Consider Sir," said Albert, addressing me directly "How in
former times did the citizen gain news of what had occurred outside the
borders of their own particular locality?" pouring another measure into his
glass from a copious decanter. "The Pedlar in addition to his stock-in-trade of
ribbons, needles and thread, would convey news of an insurrection, a royal
marriage, about sailors reaching haven, gave hearsay concerning war between
the Khan of the Northern Plains and the ancient civilisation of Hi Liu. The
peripatetic preacher hinted darkly about metropolitan immorality and licence.
The Son of the Squire, fresh down from some ancient university, would
gossip unwisely within earshot of serving-maids, these savoury tit-bits
becoming the substance of tittle-tattle when meeting their followers in the
local ale-house. In essence most news was borne on the lips of men. In those
times few understood the printed word. Now most are literate after a fashion.

Circumstances had altered, the need for clerks, book and record keepers,
required persons from humble origins to gain tolerable literacy, not
specifically to further their advantage, but for the utility of bludgeoning
commerce and industry."
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. Pouring another measure of the pale amber
liquid for Albert and himself. "Broadsheets and Smallsheets we have in
plenitude. Every street corner is the pitch of some news vendor. But take a
moment to consider the hazard inherent within the uncontrolled
dissemination of news and opinion. All from The Ancients to recent times
agree concerning the power of that what is written down. The almost
universal and timeless assumption that the printed word and truth are
synonymous."

The printed word and truth are indivisible.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw LV II

Wise men know factionalism undermines. Think of a seemingly stable land
under which exists small saves and fissures, through which run waters made
acid by the peat through which they filter. Acid waters steadily eat away the
rock, enlarge fissure, weakening still further the strata on which top soil rests,
the terrain honeycombed and weakened. Divergence of opinion too filters
through and enlarges the fissures on which the top-soil of society is
constructed. Differing opinion can be permitted, in so far as the majority are
in general agreement, we knowing well the stuff of minority opinion matters
little, the hot air of mere words rarely being able to transmogrify irritating
breezes into a tempest. Indeed tis my considered opinion, and that of others
wiser than myself, that light winds are best allowed to puff at will and in so
doing render themselves even more impotent."
THE TRAVELLER. I assented that it is to the advantage of society to build
upwards from firm foundations, and could see the possible mischief of
opposing views creating disorder and turmoil, but could not but add that

divergence within a Press, free from constraints, must be regarded as
something of absolute importance by the truly civilized state.
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. "My good Sir! such worthy sentiments
must by their very nature be agreed with." Raising his glass to me in salute.
ALBERT. Answering the salute with a flourish of his own tumbler
"Therefore my good friend of these days past, reflect upon the advantage of
many presses, but where most agree in principal."
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. "In Herttach the multiplicity of print
provides tasty meat to suit most palates. Smallsheets report news of Cock
Fighting. The Baiting of Bears. Knuckle Contests. The Game of the Leathern
Ball. The Racing of Speedy Solar Carts. All manner of other divers sports.
Accounts of the private doings of performers. The wealthy and notable. Most
ordinary folk crave hearsay concerning the manners of people whose mode of
living is far removed from their own. Much is made of the stupidity of those
whose misfortune it is not to have been born in Herttach. Our mode of life is
praised, illustrating how our institutions and general conventions are in all
ways superior to those found elsewhere."
THE TRAVELLER. He stopped for a moment and smiled with apology,
remembering my own origins. Albert rescuing him from his faux pas by
timely sleight-of-tongue, jesting that such was the regard in which they held
me, I might well consider myself to be an Herttachian by default. Having no
other recourse, I thanked them for their consideration.
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. "Smallsheets also contain pages wherein
are displayed engravings of comely young women posing in the scant
costume such as was worn by the goddesses of the ancient world. There is
discourse on growing flowers and vegetables. Simple riddles involving words
or numbers, some offering prizes. For those who find pleasure and
satisfaction in having their person subjected to shock, lurid reports of crimes,
trials and punishments."
THE TRAVELLER. "And Politick?" I asked "What of Politick?
Consideration and analysis of this most important subject is explored fully?"

ALBERT. "Most fulsome accounts, my good Sir. Politick is central."
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. "The proprietorship of Smallsheets and
Broadsheets rests within few hands. No more than three persons of wealth
and standing control the Fourth Estate. Tis fortunate most subscribe towards
the opinions held dear by the bulk of our citizens."
ALBERT. "Or required, if called upon to do so, help shape those views, if
needs be, towards desired ends during certain and most crucial times of
national life," continuing almost in an undertone. "Dissent with the official
view is betimes exploited, though those most affected fear little, knowing
from well noted experience that during those periods of crisis to the interests
of those who rule, these cracked voices will in betimes mew with sweet
harmony."
THE TRAVELLER. Both refilled their glasses, again taking liberal
draughts of the northern liquor, inducing a glassiness of eye and tongues that
perhaps lacked their usual degree of guile.
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. "Betwixt Smallsheets and Broadsheets you
will discover a middling kind of press, not sought out by our lower classes,
not admired by the upper. Printed words of comfort and platitude. Middling
folk are desirous of a wish to rise and yet haunted by the horror of the ever
present possibility of fall. Such classes of people delight and find strength
daily in written confirmation of their own rightness. Certitude lends
confidence. Middling folk love confidence and certitude above all other
virtues. They despise those situated below them, considering this strata to be
the source of all uncertainty. Though many do, paradoxically, envy, fear, and
perhaps even despise some of those above them. They desire order above all
else, quietude, conservation of manners past, harking back towards a golden
age when, they believe, stability, well ordered society, when certainty and
The Island of Herttach were synonymous."
ALBERT. "Broadsheets in general serve the needs of those who consider
themselves, in reality or supposition, to be up within the vanguard of society.
Men and women of government. Administrators. Persons holding court in
universities. Chair-persons of committees. Members of The Money
Exchange. The Editors of Small and Broadsheets. Principals of Joint-Stock

and other publick companies. Playwrights. The customary gaggle of poets,
writers, artists, and sculptors."
THE SCRIVENER GENERAL. "In reality much of this class are akin to
the lower orders in attitude, wishing instant gratification of what they desire
with little consideration of consequence. In their style of life resemble what
persons without access to wealth would do had they but the means. Food.
Drink. Fine clothes. Pleasures carnal and venal," Draining the decanter down
to the last drop, dividing the golden liquid remaining between his own and
Albert's now emptied goblet. "Broadsheets display the desired style of living.
Solar Carts of superior design. Opulent furnishings. Fine apparel tailored
with silks and satins. Artefacts of costly foreign manufacture. All manner of
baubles whose desirability rests upon the notion that they lack usefulness.
Rare and unusual meat and drink. Patronage of eating-places where a single
plate costs a sum greater than that paid in daily wages for a man of labour."
THE TRAVELLER. Did any Broadsheets or Smallsheets that gave space to
more considered views, forums where the available balance of evidence
could be weighed and considered without prejudice? Anxious to hear of some
amelioration to what I thought an otherwise bleak description of the condition
of the Press in Herttach.
ALBERT. 'some Broadsheets do attempt to present other views for the
delectation of their subscribers. It is indeed appropriate that those who exist
within a minority should have a means by which they may perceive an echo
of their own voices. Though I can assure you without fear of contradiction
most other folk would rather wrap kitchen-scraps in such journals than peruse
their contents."
THE TRAVELLER. The decanter of liquor having been drained and a
quick search of the store-cupboard revealing no further supplies, my two
companions vacated their chairs and indicated that the moment was now right
to repair to where The Malleable Information Engine was located. Following
in the path of their unsteady footsteps we found ourselves some minutes later
entering a large room situated on the top floor of the building.
Outside in the corridor, sitting on a long wooden bench, were in excess of
twenty men, all youthful and dressed lightly, mostly occupying themselves

leafing through Smallsheets or indulging a few moments of repose. It was
explained they were all employed as messengers, ready at any instant to carry
written dispatches direct to the editors of Broadsheets and Smallsheets, and
sundry other persons who must be told without delay of events that were
current.
Albert closed and locked the door behind us and I found myself confronted
by a device bearing a remarkable similarity to The Malleable Number Engine.
Several clerks were attentively working, intent on entering the contents of
papers and parchments piled high beside their work-stations.
Albert commandeered a place in front of a position that was vacant. Our
official host, The Scrivener General, I assumed knowing full well Albert's
profound knowledge of what operations took place within the room, more
than content to allow him to elucidate for mine own curiosity, sat down
deeply within a well padded chair set close by the wall and fell into a deep
slumber. Albert bade me sit near to himself, the better to observe his actions
and hear his words.
ALBERT. "This machine we see before us, was no doubt you will recall the
one I alluded to earlier. It was devised and constructed under the direct
supervision of the inventor of The Malleable Number Engine. As to its use
the most effective course is to furnish you with a demonstration." Selecting a
sheet of paper from hand-written documents heaped in a pile on the floor
beside his chair, he smoothed it out on the desk-top and considering it for a
moment, read aloud, first explaining, "Herewith is a report from one of our
agents whose task it is to compile news from the Court of F".." naming a
great and ancient kingdom some fifty leagues distant after crossing The Great
Bridge. Beckoning he indicated that I should look across his shoulder to
absorb what was written.
Report from the pen of J.W.Wardle-Snagg Official Correspondent to the
Court of... June 22nd. Our Ambassador attended The Superior Council on the
forenoon of Thursday in the Sixth Month of Succession. No agreement was
reached with any foreign delegates regarding the proposed treaty, a state of
affairs he conveyed to me being far less a triumph than anticipated prior to
this day and without dispute inimical to the interests of The Island of
Herttach.

THE TRAVELLER. With practiced fingers Albert entered this text
verbatim directly into The Engine by deft use of the keyboard and this part of
the task concluded turned the protruding windlass that activated the internal
mechanism. After so doing he sat back in his chair, took a pinch of snuff and
waited.
Sounds of cog-wheels in motion, the whirr of spindles, escarpments
engaging, could be dimly heard coming from the interior of the apparatus,
arriving at a crescendo that was concluded some minutes later with the
sudden ejection of a sheet of paper from a slot above the work-desk. Albert
grasped a hold of it even on the instant it appeared read the following.
ALBERT. "Report from the pen of J.W.Wardle-Snag, Official
Correspondent to the Court of.... June 22nd: Our illustrious Ambassador
attended the Inferior Council on the forenoon of Thursday in the Sixth Month
of Succession. We denied agreement to any of the foreign delegates who
presented for our consideration the proposed treaty, a most satisfactory state
of affairs, he conveyed to me, far better than we had anticipated and was in
no detail inimical to the overriding interests of The Island of Herttach.
THE TRAVELLER. Thus malleablized, this communication was duplicated
in triplicate with practiced haste by a copy clerk, thence to be pushed through
a hatch in the wall between the room and corridor, there to be taken up by
one of the waiting messengers, thence to be delivered with all haste, ensuring
general publication that very evening.
Albert by way of confirming the efficacy of the process I had just witnessed,
shewed me several other examples of this process of transformation.
Otherwise disagreeable intelligence was promptly transformed.

HEWERS OF COAL
Were indeed content to see one hundred mine-shafts sealed.

THE COIN OF HERTTACH
Most singularly valued by other nations.

PERSON OF HIGH RANK
Seven times married, on one occasion to a nanny-goat, lead what in was in
general a creditable example of the moral life.

PERSONS LIVING AND SLEEPING IN THE STREETS OF THE
CAPITAL
Did so out of free choice, regarding it a style of life both healthful and
invigorating.

MEN OF THE NORTHERN REGIONS
Regard waiting at table an improvement on their former occupation, the
making of iron billets in great number.

A BOY EMPLOYED AS MENIAL HELP IN A COUNTING HOUSE
Described as a criminal of dangerous malice, punished with hard-labour for
stealing a pot of ink from his employer.

THE DIRECTOR OF A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY
Charged with the misappropriation of Six Million Herttach Crowns, was
gently reprimanded by The Judge Everard Beatam and sentenced to six

weeks holiday on his country estate in recognition of the previous good
offices he had performed both for government and nation prior to this minor
lapse.

We departed in the mid-afternoon, walking out under a darkening sky, our
Solar Cab awaiting us, the good Scrivener General continuing to enjoy a state
of untroubled repose so peaceful, we ourselves unwilling to disturb its
tranquil course.

XIV
We visit the seat of Government of The Island of Herttach. The manner in
which the Principal Chamber is organized. The mode of debate within The
Ruling Council. Some observation on the curious System of Honours.

THE TRAVELLER. Following break-of-fast the next day, our intended
course was designated to be the crowning occasion of my visit to Herttach.
So rising early, I found fresh linen and donned clothes reserved for an
occasion such as this, wishing as I did to present my person as an example of
dignity and good bearing, better to enhance myself, representing as I did, the
manners, values, and virtues of my own dear native land.
Memorandum: Bizarre experience whilst dressing. Had need to move the
sealed money-bag containing the Coinage of Herttach, obstructing as it did,
within the confines of the strong-cupboard, a fine chain of gold I intended
wearing that day, so to add a touch of finery to my ensemble. Albert, true to
his word during my first hour in The Island of Herttach, having seen to
defray all my expenses, thus I had had no need of recourse to its contents.
The bag now appeared both lighter and of less bulk than when I first given it.
Amused mightily for a moment at mine own stupidity and considered this
erroneous impression due to my senses having been rendered less alert
because of imbibing the product of The Northern Distilleries the previous
day.
We were honoured to be conveyed on that fine morning by an Official Solar
Cart, a small rectangular flag flying on the guard-rail, proclaiming out its
importance. Driving by way of the Saint Rojam's Park within whose
landscape the character of this venerable individual is symbolized by the grey
waters of the placid, and purely ornamental lake. This green and pleasant
open space is situated near to the middle of The Capital less than of a quarter
league from our eventual destination.
We came to a halt, and stepping down from our splendid carriage I stood at
last before the magnificent edifice wherein is housed the ancient seat of

government. Power, rule, and influence in all manifest ways of expression
having been administered from this hallowed spot for half a millennium.
High towers ringed majestic building, parts of which dated varying periods
and styles of architecture. Soaring above me, each tower was crowned with
flag-poles, banners of archaic and heraldic design, waving gently in the
morning breeze, the very largest tower holding aloft the Great Water Clock,
known, in popular usage, so I am informed as, Big Wet Nell.
Flying buttresses supported the principal walls, bringing to the eye of the
mind an unmistakable resemblance to wish-bones of some gigantic fowl.
Windows in a high-classic style held within their tracery a lace-work of
leaden strips filled holding fast multicoloured glass, providing both light and
decoration for the interior of the building.
Many were the doors piercing the stonework, all locked and barred except for
the most important portal which graced the southern elevation of the
building. These double doors, carved and studded with iron nails, rose up
more than fifteen metres to the keystone above the heads of those who passed
through this majestic entrance, and were, Albert imparted to me, never fully
opened except on occasions of state ceremony. A smaller door set within the
larger was the means by which we needs must pass on through, and though
lesser in size, it was noteworthy that this entrance was watchfully guarded by
a soldier attired in a uniform of a type defunct elsewhere by some hundreds
of years. His gloved hand gripped a pike, long in handle, intimidating in
sharp steel head and blade. This sentinel barring our way, Albert produced
and displayed an illuminated warrant, the guard silently recognising the
authority of this document, sprang aside allowing us to pass without delay,
the notion occurring to me that Albert was no infrequent visitor to this place.
Several hours were taken up viewing the building in its entirety. Examining
in detail the terraces and court-yards. Knowing me to be desirous of
expanding my store of knowledge, Albert related the histories and origins
concerning statues holding court in niches set into the fabric of the building.
Ancient Kings and Counsellors. Warriors. Men of the Cloth. Merchant
Adventurers. He dated for me the laying of The Clover Lawn, a rectangle of
close-cropped greenery much admired and emulated. He discoursed on the
origins of the stone and the style of masonry. Indicated later additions to the

original structure. Imparted numerical information concerned with the square
area occupied, the number of doors, windows, the weight of lead used to
sheath the roof. How astonishingly, it had been calculated by a distinguished
Professor of Politick from The Ancient University that if all the chiselled
stones used in its construction were laid down head to butt, they would
encircle with ease the entire frontiers of The Great Continent.
Towards the conclusion of this tour, a light drizzle began to fall and seeing it
likely to continue for some time, Albert and I retraced our steps towards The
Grand Reception Hall. We stood beneath the vaulted and corbelled ceiling of
the cavernous chamber, breathing in the musty air and sensing the history of
the place whispering out of the layered mortar that held the blocks of stone in
their ordained places. Strange to relate, of persons I could see none, other
than an ancient retainer attired in robes the style of which had not been worn
elsewhere in the world for at least four hundred years. Walking slowly by
across the paved-floor, his traction assisted by the use of a ceremonial staff,
he halted for a moment to bow gravely in our direction and then passed
onward towards an inner cloister.
Albert took my arm and guided our way through a confusing array of
passages, minor halls and reception-chambers. Rich tapestries hung on walls
of Long and Short galleries. Suits of armour and chain-mail marked our
progress. Busts in marble of persons of great importance rested atop plinths
carved from the same material. Oil paintings enclosed within richly gilded
frames depicted past events, great moments of decision and debate. In truth
much to catch my eye, undisturbed as I was by any verbal distractions
emanating from an unusually silent Albert.
Our labyrinthine perambulation came at last to an end at the exterior of a
stout oaken door of plain design that bore the legend - Strangers - written in
gold-leaf. Putting a finger tip to his lips by way of caution, Albert pushed
open the door to permit our entrance, whence to view the Great Inner
Chamber of Government.
I find it exceedingly difficult to describe, with truthful conviction, the reality
of the scene before me. Never before had I witnessed such an assembly. Both
sides of The Chamber were filled to overflowing, the sounds of debate rising
upwards to assault our small viewing-gallery with a veritable uproar. I beg of

you imagine that you are seeing through my eyes and consider for a moment
my perplexity when I looked over the rail and saw that the benches below me
were occupied not by men of flesh and blood, but sculpted and animated
mannequins, each one different in dress and visage, showing a diversity of
ages, shaven, bearded, moustached, some wearing optics, others fine sighted.
Such was the artistry of their manufacture, for some moments I could hardly
distinguish them from real men. These were not the insubstantial cardboard
cut-out figures we had seen in The Chamber of Local Council some days
before, but multidimensional, lifelike. The illusion was further enhanced by
the voices bellowing out from what were in truth inanimate mouths. And
what a torrent of verbosity. "My considered opinion is." howled out from one
side of the chamber, the words scarcely ended before "Utter balderdash! Not
worthy of consideration!" was screamed in unison from the benches opposite.
'stupidity! Resign! Here! Here! Here!" The derivation or intent in use of this
last word "Here" I know not. The whole cacophony roaring onwards without
respite or hindrance. Here and there an arm would shoot up stiffly, a head
shake, whilst other heads displayed sage nods of agreement. My perception
was that I had been ushered by some mischievous goblin, not into a Council
Chamber of Government, but a Theatre of Toon.
Albert allowed me a full measure of time in which to take my fill of the
scene, the debate in progress, concerning legislation proposing "That the fur
and hair all domestic pets within The Island of Herttach must in future be
dyed deep blue."
Albert again took my arm and guided me out of the viewing-gallery, he still
saying little. We descended down to reach another level of the building, set
below and directly under that of The Great Inner Chamber of Government. At
the end of a narrow passage we entered a small and cunningly secreted room.
Albert bade me follow him in and secured and bolted the door. Both the door
and walls were covered with a thick green cloth, there to dampen sound. The
floor laid with tread quietening carpets. The sparse furnishings comprised of
just two chairs both placed facing a solid wall. Following Albert's instruction
I seated myself on one of the chairs. Directly, Albert also sat down, first
leaning forward to slide open a cunningly disguised aperture in the
brickwork, revealing a large pane of a particularly unique glass, wherein one
might look through one way, but not be seen on the other. Thus he directed

my attention through this glazed-niche to the activities progressing beyond it.
To allow the passage of sound a small metal grill completed the specific
utility of our observing place.
Along one side of the room, in front of a long work-benches, twenty men sat,
mouth height, in front of large brass speaking tubes jutted out of the wall.
Some men were reading aloud from a text written on papers placed upon a
desk-lecterns. Another, a senior official, sitting above them on a high stool
appeared to direct and oversee the proceedings in the manner of a conductor
directing the ebb and flow of an orchestra, indicating with a short staff when
one or more men must speak or another be silent, this man shout, another
peal with derisive laughter. Ranged at the opposite side of the room, an equal
umber of men were employed pulling and in other ways manipulating levers
or tugging at strings that emerged from orifices in the ceiling above their
heads. I sat heavily on the seat provided for me mystified as to what was the
purpose activity we secretly observed?
ALBERT. 'sir, you might cast your thoughts back to the visit we made to
view the Council Chamber of Local Administration. You do recall that day?
Of course Sir a fleet mind such as thine renders such an inquiry redundant.
To enlighten you and satisfy the many questions you must perchance be
intent on asking with regard to what manifests itself beyond this cunning
pane," Pointing a finger to the room on the other side of the partition to our
own "Consider my exposition at that time concerning problems Local
Government encountered and solved. Heed then my good Sir, the instance of
Central Government. In former days it was also prone to unnecessary
deviation inimical to ordered management and sound administration. For
countless decades matters had remained unimproved and unchanging until a
body of like minded men of politick, whose chosen symbol and unifying
emblem was the Bluebell, gained and retained power and office uninterrupted
for a period of time not matched in more than two centuries. Thus secure
from the meddling hands of mischievous opposition, countless changes were
legislated towards the general improvement of government and society. At
intervals of every ten years, on a date which is fixed on by observing the
level of water running beneath the bridge connecting the north and south
quarters of The Capital, a ballot is held throughout the Island of Herttach.
The ballot counted and the results known, the winning candidates assemble in

this building, taking their places within The Great Hall of the Potential
Assembly. Calculations are posted as to which faction shalt rule, though this
a matter of tradition rather than need, the choice of the electorate remains
predictable. An inner caucus is chosen from the ranks of those who by right
of mandate and social standing, shall rule, the remainder of all other opinion,
wither opposing or agreeing persons, then file off at once to present
themselves in The Workshop of Representation. Within, craftsmen fashion in
most minute detail a likeness of each elected but none-sitting members. In
former days, this indeed was an arduous task, using plaster, glass, woven
cloth. In more recent times the task considerably lightened by the use of the
Rational Materials such as those you saw utilized within the interior of the
inn that stands under the shadow of the church of Saint Norman the
Lamenter. By means of employing such techniques, fabrication occupies no
more than an hour or so. Members are obliged to provide a complete suit of
clothes of their personal choice which are handed over the craftsmen. Their
Doppelganger assembled and measured against them for accuracy, they are
then at liberty to depart these governmental precincts until ten years have
gone by and the date of the next election is announced."
THE TRAVELLER. I listened with bemused interest, Albert having
answered a few of the many questions I needs ask of him. One such being: In
what manner did they the elected but none-sitting members fill their days
during this lengthy ten year period?
ALBERT. 'some return and remain ensconced in their residences, subsisting
with ease on the ample salary Elected Members are entitled to. Others,
perhaps men of no small ambition, follow more active pursuits directing the
activities of commercial enterprise. Many are lawyers by training and
henceforth return to advocacy without unnecessary and income diminishing
delay. Still others are co-opted onto The Controlling Boards of important
Counting Houses situated within the financial quarter of The Capital. Those
with a keen taste for sporting activity, fish and shoot and chase. Why it is not
unknown, in a few instances, for some to repair to the Gentleman's Clubs, of
which there are any number along the street called Pals Mall, never to set a
foot outside again until called to take a place on the hustings at the
conclusion of the decade. Here at the seat of government, the business of
electing concluded, within a matter of a few trifling hours, tranquillity is

restored. The craftsmen of The Workshop remain to complete their task with
a nicety of detail so fine that were you to encounter man and manikin in close
to. Their skills are such that you would scarce separate the representation
from the living original. Tis often jested of in Herttach, that if tested in
contest which might display the greater facility of thought and brain; the
Elected Member or The Manikin," Here he paused for a moment to allow this
quip a space for mirth. Then continued. "Another corps of workmen then
convey and seat the completed figures into The Great Inner Chamber.
Speaking tubes are connected to each one of them, connecting directly to the
brass-horns you observe directly in front of the mouths of men you see here
before us. Wires are attached and connected thus to allow the activation of
levers and a system of pulleys that animate the limbs, turn necks and nod
heads. Ponder if you will on the countless advantages of this method of
government. Debate without altercation."
THE TRAVELLER. Still unsure as to what was the role the servants of
government in the next room filled, Albert, who seemed at times to possess
an almost uncanny insight of sensing the direction of my thoughts before I
could verbalize them, answered directly.
ALBERT "These men work as part of a rota consisting of no fewer than one
hundred strong, throughout the period of business wherefore The Chamber
must sit each day. Fellows responsible for operating the speaking tubes are
skilled in dialect, each with a command of no less than twenty or more the
manner of speech most current in all regions of The Island Herttach. The
voice thus matching the manikin. Directed by The Overseeing Clerk they
read in strict metre, dialogue prepared by scriveners who labour elsewhere in
the building, preparing text in accordance with the strictly defined
instructions of those whose task it is to shape policy, an Inner Cabinet that
comprises of no more than a handful. Instructions are interspersed within the
text, delineating the moments when the lever and wire pullers play their part,
to raise a questioning arm, to shake a disapproving head, wrinkle a wise
brow. What nation could ask for more than this rational arrangement of its
affairs?"
THE TRAVELLER. I asked Albert if I might have a pinch from his snuffbox, something I would never usually do, he assenting to my request with no

little surprise and alacrity, and afterwards, when my sneezing had ceased,
clearing my head somewhat, I informed him though I understood well the gist
of what he had imparted to me, I could not understand the totality of
reasoning or design, exactly how with these methods matters of state and
policy were decided on and promulgated.
ALBERT. Also taking a pinch of snuff but without sneezing "Those whose
wont it is to rule know full well in advance of a specific election their power
will be retained. The ballot could in all truth be dispensed with and indeed Sir
more than once this course of action has been suggested. But Sir, this is not
something we would wish to embrace, we undoubtedly are a democratic
nation. Following on from these assumptions, the gist of what legislation will
be duly implemented during a particular term of office is unchallenged, so
precluding they necessity for close examination."
THE TRAVELLER. Why then necessity for the charade. I did not employ
this exact word, but one more diplomatic, knowing by myself to be
discussing The Great Inner Chamber of Government. Why the faux debate,
The need for manikins, the reading from a preordained texts of speeches and
actions?
ALBERT. "The political philosophy of those elected to rule is common
knowledge. Our system of ballot ensures any alteration to or undermining is
unlikely. The same faction always triumphs when votes are cast in The
Chamber, whatever The Bill or Legislation, they being at all times possessors
of permanent majority. All know well the reality. Policy and direction in all
public and private affairs cannot be subject to change by any persons other
than the Inner Cabinet. Opposition therefore is recognized as constituting an
exercise in futility. These facts, paramount, for such a great passage of years,
indeed eras. Needs must we must fulfill our democratic heritage, the drama of
debate in The Great Inner Chamber of Government is a proper demonstration
for the citizen and the world at large concerning our democratic credentials.
Because all opposing and ruling factions, are aware of the unchanging
philosophy of our politick, they readily concur with the underlying logic of
our procedures. Tell me Sir, I ask you honestly to reply. Why should men
spend years of time and energy engaging in useless debate, knowing full well
their words will alter not one jot the pre-ordained path of designated policy?"

THE TRAVELLER. We left our place of concealment. Albert shutting off
the viewing-window, those within the control-room showing a collective
redness of faces, a particularly fraught juncture in the debate having been
reached. Locking the door of the chamber, we departed.
We achieved a steady pace through a different network of minor halls and
passages to reach our original point of entrance there to emerge under a blue
sky and rejoin the Official Solar Cart. Passing portraits of many persons of
high renown, particularly a great number hanging on the walls of a long
gallery, Albert inquired had I observed how all without exception were
depicted wearing flowing cloaks. I confessed I had, but had not thought it a
matter of much significance, assuming this be a mode of dress preferentially
adopted by these important personages.
ALBERT. "Not entirely so Sir," he replied "Better to know why this style of
accoutrement is worn, needs must you must to understand the character of
our system of High Honours. Many are the grades of elevation from minor
endowments to others whose number is strictly delineated. Indeed, such are
the rules governing the most exclusive, dating from ancient times."
THE TRAVELLER. This was a subject of much interest to me, I myself am
the proud bearer of The Order of the Five Sickles this bestowed on me by The
Duke of Mondella, under whose patronage I serve, in recognition of my
endeavours in official travel and sundry literary matters. This was something,
in all modesty I did not mention to Albert, although being now aware of his
ready access to diverse intelligence, I thought it likely he would already know
of it.
ALBERT. "Our honours systems is I venture to suggest unique within the
known world. Those who are selected to be honoured, are informed during
the second month of each year, their names and bestowed titles, gazetted
shortly afterwards, not later than the tenth of that month. This listing is
awaited and poured over by countless thousands, most Small and Broadsheets
publishing the lists as a matter of custom. There is, I consider, a pleasing
dignity and uniformity in the manner in which elevation is bestowed. The
ceremony occurs within a Great Hall of State reserved exclusively for this
purpose. On the day fixed, those chosen, present themselves, on a given
minute, in an ant- room adjacent to the main hall, where on entering they are

instructed to bend over a small stool utilized for this ceremony over countless
centuries. The Chamberlin Cutter, this his title, steps forward and with
practised hand and keen scissors cuts from that portion of garment covering
the right buttock, a piece of cloth rectangular in shape and exactly measured
by the use of a template. This done, a cloak, provided in advance of these
preparations, by and at the expense of those honoured, is thrown over the
back of the person thus doctored. Then they proceed in a stately manner
along a direct route into the main hall where the second and concluding part
of the ritual is observed. Received there by a Royal Personage, the candidate
again is requested to bend over, this time on a more elaborate kneeling-stool.
The cloak is thrown back by the hand and amid the rapturous acclamation of
his peers gathered together in the body of the hall, the portion of exposed
buttock is painted with an indelible dye, the application done by the skilled
hands of a most senior official of state. The formula of manufacture of the
dye is a closely guarded secret known only to the family whose task it has
been for countless generations to prepare it, once applied, never able to be
erased. The rank bestowed is indicated by the colour. The lowest rank yellow,
graduating through other colours to the highest orders, this being a bright
scarlet. The attendant readjusts the cloak, the newly elevated person rises,
turns, makes a low bow towards people gathered there, forthwith to exit with
dignity. Such honouring is much sought after and desired throughout the
highest circles of Herttach society. Additional to the singular privilege of
acclamation, other more mundane advantages accrue. Many is the time when
The Patron of some costly and exclusive dining chamber will protest a lack
of seats or tables, only to be seen discovering choice accommodation within
his establishment with all speed, when a member of these aforementioned
Noble Orders lifts his cloak for a brief instant to reveal by the mark on his
right buttock his importance in society."

XV
We to the Blue Ball Yard and thence to a coffee house there further to
consider additional matters pertaining to the Philosophy of Government.

THE TRAVELLER. Sitting at our ease, snug against a handsome casementwindow set to the front of the coffee house, we supped gratefully from our
dishes of beverage, Albert having commanded a speciality of the house, a
brew flavoured with an extract of figs. Many were The Members of The
Ruling Council and their followers who patronized the establishment. He
informed me the aroma of extract of figs engendered in them a soothing
reminiscence of their schooldays, allied with warm recollections, of buxom
dispensing matrons.
I informed my companion of my own satisfaction imbibing the hot liquid, for
though our tour through the many corridors, halls, and chambers of The Seat
of Government had been informative, the temperature within the aforesaid
places had in general been chill.
ALBERT. "Tell me Sir if there are other questions you would ask of me
regarding our mode of government directly arising from our perambulation?"
THE TRAVELLER. Albert goosed the serving-wench who passed our table
at that moment, seemingly to the satisfaction of one, and the indulgent smile
of the other. I was later informed on sound authority that size and firmness of
buttock was the principal consideration when the owner of the coffee house
was engaging female helpers.
ALBERT. Not waiting for me to answer "The Return to The Fundamentis the
keystone."
THE TRAVELLER. I begged of him to outline the basic concepts, to me
unfamiliar, and opened my notebook in preparedness to write down his
responses.

ALBERT. "Recollection of The Golden Age is central. That time when all
was well-ordered. Peace reigned throughout the kingdom. Every man bade
attention to his own concerns and respected in turn those of his fellows. Man
and wife was an immutable contract. Children obedient and concerned to
obtain the approval of their parents and teachers. No man coveted the goods
of another and rested content with both his situation and his place within
society. Furthermore boiled-potatoes did at that time taste ambrosial."
THE TRAVELLER. Astonished, I asked of him during what period in the
past did such an age exist, my own studies of the history of both the ancient
and modern world until this time not having revealed the existence of so
idyllic a society.
ALBERT. "Goodness Sir! I trust you will excuse my apparent mirth when
appraising your response. Why should such an age have had to exist. It is
sufficient to itself that people think it once was reality."
THE TRAVELLER. I could not but concur that the words of The
Chroniclers must be read along both the lines of and the spaces between
them. Then I pressed him to review for my delectation what was the essence
of the Return to the Fundament.
ALBERT. The resurgence of The Golden Age. It can Sir be concluded
without recourse to further examination that moral and material
impoverishment is always the result of the perversity within the lower orders
of society. Their willful refusal in not giving due regard to the wisdom and
direction of those who rule. Show me a man without work and I will show
you where the fault lies. A family in want. Look no further than the man
without work. This is but one example. The Return to the Fundament will if
applied in full measure fetch publick and private conduct to a former state of
contented equilibrium."
THE TRAVELLER. I observed that whilst morality in thought and conduct
was much to be desired and had in truth often been proposed by many of The
Ancients, surely the intrinsic frailty of mankind was set against universal
adoption.
ALBERT. "Tis True Sir but rightly one might inquire wither the striving for

wealth and position worth the game if individual inclinations are to be
denied. The sublime quality of this philosophy as proposed is that it is a
system of conduct exclusive to those who are ruled but not the rulers."
THE TRAVELLER. Such policies I pressed will within a greater or lesser
time surely stir up rebellion within the breasts of the ruled, seeing one
proscription of conduct for themselves and another for their betters.
ALBERT. "Look deeper Sir, I beg of you. For countless generations The
Island of Herttach has practiced the art of subtle government. Hands whose
guiding and cajoling touch is scarcely felt by the population at large. Further
still, within these shores, to say one thing and do another, and then mean
something at odds with both cases, is as an act as natural as procreation.
Though in general Sir I do concur you have a point well made. Therefore you
already knowing something of our customs it will be of little surprise for you
to learn these concerns to which you allude to have already been addressed.
Perhaps you will recall from your studies of history the Profession of
Pardoner?"
THE TRAVELLER. The Pardoner was an individual sanctioned by high
authority, who travelled about continents and islands in times past selling for
a fee documents that would expunge personal responsibility for unseemly
conduct, the greater the infraction, the larger the sum required.
ALBERT. "Your description is both accurate and relevant to my case. I tell
you Sir, soon this ancient practice is to be revived. Pardons will be authorized
and issued by a new cabinet of government and will be made readily
available to persons from within the higher echelons of society. A payment of
One Thousand Herttach Crowns will militate monetary infractions. Two
thousand Herttach Crowns smooth the difficulties that result from
maintaining an unofficial spouse or mistress. Ten Thousand Herttach Crowns
consign to oblivion the diversion of funds from the coffers of state. Fifteen
thousand Herttach Crowns excuse in full the drafting of unlawful contracts.
In truth Sir a scale of payments will be enabled to deal with any given
circumstance. The Cabinet of Official Pardons will sit in council to consider
each and every case and propose appropriate terms to the satisfaction of all
concerned. Consider the symmetry of these proposals Sir. The State will
benefit from additional revenue. The Pardoned will benefit having made

monetary acknowledgment as to their lapse, the nature of which will not be
publickly revealed."
THE TRAVELLER. I could but only reply that I could see that the
proposals did merit serious examination and went on to ask why the system
of Pardon by Payment could not be applied to all classes of society?
ALBERT. "All Classes Sir! No country that desires survival can sanction
universal immorality. That is self evident. Political and moral thinkers have
long recognized that morality is by its nature fluid. What is for one man a
dire act, is for another but a trifle. In the estimation of the Ruling Council,
following the application of these proposals, the general population will
fervently embrace The Return to The Fundament appreciating that even their
superiors will by wont of an established system of fiscal means pay lip
service to the same tenets as they themselves are subject to."
THE TRAVELLER. Drinking the last drops of fig coffee that remained in
my china dish, I warmly thanked Albert for his lucid explanation and took the
opportunity to jot down a few additional notes further to writing up my
journal in greater detail when we returned to our lodgings that evening. We
then took cordial leave of the patron of the coffee house, Albert casting a
final glance across the ample rump of the serving wench as she walked off
through the door that separated the scullion from the civilized world beyond.

The Changing of The Mistress

XVI
We visit the residence of the Ruling House of Herttach, a mansion of most
singular design and construction, thereby to observe and discuss the function
of highest nobility within The Island of Herttach. Furthermore we are
privileged to witness the ceremony of The Changing of The Mistress.

THE TRAVELLER. The following morn we rose a trifle later than was our
usual custom and twas past the eleventh bell before we ventured forth, our
Solar Cab easing a way through the traffic, the driver following a path along
little known by-ways to accelerate our passage towards our intended
destination, this being the residence of The Ruling House of Herttach. I was
most anxious to observe at first hand, with the twinned intent of combining
an appreciation of architecture with improving my knowledge of the customs
of The Ruling Household, much of my travels prior to this time having been
visiting nations that profess republican values.
Noon had been reached when we arrived at the domain of The Ruling
Family, outer walls surrounding extensive gardens, wherein at a middle point,
was situated a building of most singular appearance. Cuboid in shape, each
face not less than five hundred metres in width, rising to more than on
hundred metres in height. Even from a distance I could discern the edifice
was constructed almost entirely from glass, vast panes of which were fixed in
a framework of cast-iron and stanchions, the whole pleasingly reflecting the
morning sunlight.
The driver guided our transport through the principal entrance of the outer
walls and soon we found ourselves coming to a halt on a Solar Cart Parking
Ground of which there were many, almost all filled to capacity with carriages
of every style and dimension. Needs scarcely be mentioned that a place for
our Solar Cab had been reserved in advance of our coming. Albert exchanged
a few words of instruction with our chauffeur indicating that we should make
the rest of our way on foot, joining the throngs of other sightseers wending
their way towards closer proximity within The Palace environs. I remarked to
Albert as to the size of the assembled throng and further said that it must be

concluded that the Ruling House must be the object of bountiful esteem and
affection within the bosom of the populace large to attract so great a number.
ALBERT. "Tis True Sir, that the lives of the Ruling Family are a constant
source of wonderment and interest to the peoples of the realm. Such numbers
are most usual, though an even greater concourse will be in attendance on
this specific day, it being set aside for the ceremony of The Changing of The
Mistress."
THE TRAVELLER. I will not conceal from you this last remark intrigued
me greatly, though I held to my own council knowing well from earlier
occasions that Albert habitually unravelled apparent enigmas for my benefit
without much undue prompting.
Coming closer to The Palace I observed the building was on all sides
surrounded with raked wooden-galleries, each topped with striped multi-hued
canopies, affixed there for spectators comfort and utility. Most of the
extensive seating was filled even beyond the limits of comfort, liveried
attendants indicating the few places that were vacant, and blocking off the
path of those who might be so crass as to approach The Palace beyond what
must be held to be a respectful distance.
Albert gave sight to one of the attendants some official warrant he carried on
his person, the response a respectful salute, in deference, I assumed to his
rank, and thus being freed from the rules that constrained the many, we were
enabled to slowing walk around the entire circumference of The Palace
building along the lawned and meticulously mowed grounds that separated
the viewing galleries from the exterior façade of the noble mansion.
Close by now I could see that my assumption that the building was mainly
constructed from glass was a true reflection, though curiously every single
window-pane was screened on the inside by means of voluminous red-velvet
curtains, the rich fabric of which was decorated in gold wire with heraldic
devices. Concluding three complete circuits around the entire perimeter and
looking from glass walls to the multitudinous crowds overflowing the
observation galleries, we halted to rest a while sitting on two splendid chairs
provided by an attendant who observed our coming and I assume anticipated
our arrival. After taking a moment to regain breath and composure I pressed

Albert to relate to me the history of this remarkable monument, the cunning
of architecture, explain to me the reason why so large a throng gathered daily
only to look intently upon endless vistas of tightly drawn red-velvet curtains.
ALBERT. "In past time Sir, twas customary that The Ruling House lived a
life of discretion and concealment from the common gaze. Little was known
about their daily lives, the mode in which their time was passed, wither
official business, or moments of recreation and amusement. They made a
public presence only on occasions of pomp and state ceremony, then only
remotely, to be fleetingly glimpsed inside The State Solar Carriages or
standing upon some distant high-raised balcony. Tis difficult to know exactly
when Sir, but alterations in these age old ways commenced albeit slowly.
Why? Tis Sir, hard to answer with precision. Whatever cause The Ruling
Family began to fulfill a more active and public role, this proving a welcome
distraction, for the publick, diverting eyes and minds from heeding the
multifarious concerns that afflict the body politick. The condition of trade.
The strength of the exchequer. Administration of city government. War and
peace with other nations. I ask you Sir why should the populace in general
need carry the burden of such concerns, when these matters can be attended
to by those whose choice it is to devote their lives to such all consuming
issues. Give most people occasion to choose between casting a glance upon
the light and effervescent as opposed to darker matters and I will wager in
advance without fear of loss what will be their choosing."

Government of all things, desire least, an attentive citizenry.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw XIX

The Ruling House assumed a more public role. Gracing with their presence,
Grand Fetes, Gala Occasions, Sporting Events. Younger members of the
family, were oft seen frequenting select Eating Chambers, Fashionable
Assemblies where music was performed on instruments and popular songs
warbled. The Smallsheets, and hard to, even the Broadsheets, took to
publishing accounts of these aforesaid activities with ever greater frequency,

until such topics filled a goodly proportion of their pages daily, and most
particularly became the central topic for the news sheets published to be
vended on the seventh day of each week. Soon, engravings of added a visual
note to worded descriptions. The public was rightly perceived to have an
insatiable appetite for written and pictorial depiction of the doings and goings
on of The Principal Family of the nation."
THE TRAVELLER. I interjected that it must continue to remain so if one
was to judge only from looking across the vast assembly that now ringed The
Palace on every side. Though I could not but confess as to much confusion as
to why such vast numbers should wish to sit and look at a glass building the
entire interior view of which was screened off to them by red velvet drapery?
ALBERT. "It will Sir come as no small surprise to you when I tell you that
this magnificent building was designed and its construction overseen by that
native genius who was responsible for the construction of The Malleable
Statistical Engine and sundry other most important mechanical devices. The
notions that shaped it were indeed Sir without any doubt a logical step, the
affairs of The Ruling House arousing a never ending plethora of interest in
the daily and weekly journals, in both city and provinces, and most
particularly in those bleaker regions of The Kingdom we ourselves so
recently observed at first hand."
THE TRAVELLER. The silence of anticipation settled across the crowded
galleries, such stillness within this huddled mass of humanity that the very
birds could be heard to sing in the trees that edged the parkland. Every man,
woman and child in the gallery behind our own vantage point looked up as
one towards a gigantic window-frame set on the second level of The Palace.
The red velvet curtains seemed to flutter for an instant and then began to
slowly open, the widening gap between the two fringed edges arousing a
rising tremor of excitement within the observing crowd.
Trumpets sounded a fanfare. Then one attendant, a tall well-made person,
more richly attired than his fellows, moved out from the throng and facing
the expectant audience, in a pleasing well modulated voice announced "The
Royal Personage will commence her luncheon."
The curtains now completely opened provided all with the opportunity to

gaze upon the interior of a most resplendent chamber. Seated graciously at a
dining-table fashioned in a gilded and florid ormolu style was the exalted
person, Tiara of State on her brow, gowned in white-satin worked with
countless seed-pearls, around her fair throat a necklace set with rubies,
emeralds, and diamonds of the finest cut and quality. Attending upon her a
bevy of lushly attired servants, moving gravely from side table to diningtable, bearing gold plates and tureens, gilded porcelain, crystal goblets, a
jewel encrusted salt-cellar, all those essentials needed to ensure a person of
such noble birth be able to dine in a manner appropriate to her station.
The voice of The Herald rang forth again "The Exalted Personage will taste
the first course; Pottage of Asparagus prepared with cream and slivers of
white truffle." The people in the galleries murmured appreciation and
approval as with a single voice, having been served a ladle full, raised her
golden soup-spoon, embossed with the arms of the household, to her lips.
And thus progressed a repast comprising numerous and elaborate dishes.
"The Roast Duck." declaimed the herald. 'strawberry Fool. Cheeses from the
board." Her every mouthful was observed with fascination by the spectators.
Whispering in Albert's ear I confessed that never in my life had I ever been
party to such an entertainment. He nodded with assent at what he took to be
mine approval and ready appreciation.
The luncheon took no less than two hours and scarce a single person sitting
or standing in the galleries moved his place or uttered a syllable. In
conclusion a dish of coffee having made its penultimate journey to touch the
lips of the exalted diner, the red velvet curtains began slowly to close and
with this a rising volume of claps and verbal approval swelled up from the
audience behind me, their shouts of pleasure and appreciative cacophony
almost drowning out the voice of The Herald announcing "Dinner will be
served at seven of the hour."
When the red velvet curtains had been again closely drawn thus concealing
the interior of the room, within the space between The Palace walls and the
audience, a long shutter set neatly in the well tended turf, rolled silently open
to reveal a trench about two metres in width and running parallel to the whole
length of the galleries. Obviously well versed, all those about and behind me
began to take coin from pockets and money-purses, and then proceeded to

throw them into the maw of the aperture. This continued for some minutes
until a large store of coin was heaped up in the trench and only then did the
shutter move for a second time to cover and secure the tribute.
ALBERT. "I tell you Sir, coin freely given in this manner amounts to no less
than Sixty Million Herttach Crowns per annum, monies for the personal use
of The Ruling House of Herttach without tax being required to lessen the
sum. What greater example can there be of monetary affection between those
who are ruled and those who are their rulers?"
THE TRAVELLER. Albert bade me rise and directed me by my elbow to
another section of the palace walls where other curtains parted in the manner
similar to that which revealed the consuming of luncheon. We were
privileged to watch a male personage complete his ablutions and have his wig
powdered and fitted. The eldest son eat toasted muffins and jam whilst
reading a popular work of fiction. A stately female most senior by virtue of
age, having her long golden locks coiffured and her finely boned cheeks
rouged. So it was over a period of several hours, I in the company of so many
others, were able to observe at near hand all the activities formal, informal,
and intimate, the Noble Family embarked upon that day.
Towards the six o"clock bell a certain weariness began to envelop me, though
I must admit it was not shared by the pressing and ever growing crowds of
people ranged about me. Albert, sensing my mood, informed me the most
important affair of the day was about to commence, The Changing of The
Mistress.
ALBERT. "Beloved above all others is The Prince o The Third Province. A
sturdy, lively, sporting fellow. A man with an appreciation for a fine glass of
wine. A sound mug of ale. The niceties of boiled leg of lamb with caper
sauce. Most particular delighting in a fine well turned knee and graceful
posture. The public never seem to weary of knowing of his opinions and
Smallsheets print font page headlines out in large type

WILL HE MARRY THIS YEAR OR NEXT YEAR

WAS SEEN LAST NIGHT SUPPING AT THE PEACH BLOSSOM
EATING CHAMBERS.

WILL A FOREIGN HEIRESS WILL BE HIS CHOICE

and much similar, both respectful and scurrilous. The Broadsheets to have
less frivolous views to disseminate.

HE AND THE CONSTITUTION OF HERTTACH

HE STATES A CASE FOR NEW SOLAR CART WAYS

HE PRONOUNCES HIS VIEWS CONCERNING THE ROLE OF THE
SUN IN THE UNIVERSE WHEN HE BECOMES THE PREMIER
PERSONAGE

HE DISLIKES THE NEW

Thus we arrive at what you are about to witness, The Changing of the
Mistress. On this day of each month he changes his mistress. Such is the
honour the very best families in the land put forward their daughters to fill
this role. Even then tis only after rigorous examination of these proffered
maidens for physical, mental and moral attributes are but a small number

selected. It is a cause of much rejoicing within their families knowing that
having such recognition bestowed will raise their worth in the eyes of society
to vertiginous heights."
THE TRAVELLER. Albert seated us in front of a gallery much larger than
those adjacent and equipped in finer richer style. Looking upwards I saw a
window of massive proportions set in a framework of intricate design, with
cupidons, scenes from the grape harvest and other pagan depictions carved
into it. The curtains also made of red velvet, the coat of arms of The Third
Province woven into the cloth with gold and silver threads and needlework of
the finest quality.
Hard on the sounding of the hour, fifty trumpeters strode out on to the turf
that separated galleries from the window and with a flourish made perfect by
dint of long practice, gave forth a fanfare of such crystalline sweetness, it
raised on the skin those protuberances popularly described as duck mounds.
A tall and manly retainer, stripped to the waist, took up a massive clapper and
approached a gigantic brass-gong hung in an ebony-frame of oriental design,
his oiled torso glistening, he struck the metal disc, the resultant vibrations
assailing our senses like thunder. The vast assembly of spectators sighed in
unison, overcome I assumed with anticipation of what they were about to
witness. The curtains inside of the window glass started to open almost
imperceptibly, then wider and wider to lay before us in all its splendour a
fabulous chamber filled with fine furniture, tapestries, paintings, selves of
richly bound volumes. Sitting at a loll in the midst of this display, He at his
ease on a large cushioned arm-chair. Standing before him with head slightly
bowed and facing him, The Mistress whose period of tenure was about to be
ended, a dainty trifle with a head of fair curls. Solemnly she proffered a
finger and He, scarcely stirring himself from his comfortable posture, kissed
it lightly without even glancing up at the fair supplicant. This done she turned
one neat foot and without even a single glance behind her made her exit
through a door at the rear of the chamber.
The Gong Master struck his metallic disc for a second time and of an instant
the double doors to the right of the room where thrown open by unseen
hands. The Mistress for the coming month, a young maid with dark locks
tumbling down her back, a diamond circlet resting upon her brow, walked in

with dignity, He, regarding her for a moment, without undue relish I thought,
and with scarcely a look in her direction, touched his lips on to back of her
alabaster hand in token greeting.
The crowds about me overflowed with an enthusiasm that had until this point
been restrained. Hats flew in the air. "Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!" they shouted
as the curtains slowly closed concealing He and his new mistress. the gong
sounding a final note with a force that rattled the fabric of the building.
Herttach Crowns coins flew through the air and into the waiting moneytrench below the galleries. Combining with huzzars and cries of joy, the coin
of The Kingdom of Herttach winged a way through the air like a dense flock
of tiny circular swallows.

XVII
This being the day before my departure from Herttach, I expressed a desire
to tour The Capital using a Publick Conveyance most aptly described as The
Double Platform Solar Cart. Albert readily assents to my request,
considering it to be the means by which I might best observe a multitude of
sites of interest.

THE TRAVELLER. After partaking of the substantial meal with which in
Herttach it is the custom to commence the day, we quitted our lodging and
made our way direct to a Double Platform Solar Cart Halt stationed on the
main thoroughfare nearby, there to await the arrival of a Number XXI
Publick Solar Cart, one whose route meandered about The City. Many were
the persons there already awaiting its arrival, standing uncomplaining in line,
some reading Small and Broadsheets, others preoccupied with their own
inner concerns, few indulging in verbal intercourse, with the exception of a
few young persons who I considered it likely to be shop girls and as such,
always finding any moment in which to indulge in gossip to be the right one.
Surging around the stationary line, a tide of people of every class, rushing
hither and thither, most I assumed intent on reaching divers places of
business by the proper hour. Much time went by during which no conveyance
arrived, then of a sudden no fewer than seven vehicles approached and came
to a stop at The Halt. Great was the rush to board them, the volume of
intending passengers reaching proportions such that The Conductors soon
barred their way, indicating in a manner devoid of courtesy that the arrival of
other Publick Solar Carts following some time and distance to the rear needs
must be awaited. Thus filled to capacity they sped off into the morass of early
morning traffic. What I now assumed to be a customary routine of the en
masse arrival of Publick Solar Carts was repeated, of the number of times I
lost count, my legs beginning to throb, and my patience sorely tested, until at
last the particular Publick Solar Cart by which it was our desire to be
conveyed drew up, Albert and myself having stood waiting there for not less
than one hour. Struggling aboard we ascended to the top platform and therein
secured a seat.

Our raised and moving place of observation proved an ideal way to view the
morning bustle. Likewise a means to see buildings both public and private
from an advantageous angle, allowing us to examine things that would
otherwise be overlooked at street level or from the interior of a private Solar
Cart.
Having leisure enough for conversation, the pace of our transport necessarily
slow amidst the dense circulation, I inquired of Albert why Publick Solar
Carts travelled their routes in a fashion that caused them to move around in a
pack like so many wheeled hounds. In tandem I requested him to explain the
diversity of livery they displayed, each individual wagon appearing having
painted on their sides a different appellation. The East Capital Traction
Company. Wilberton and Son. In All Haste Transportation Company. These
just a few titles I took a moment to inscribe in my notebook.
ALBERT. "Harken you must to that principle I have hitherto discussed with
you, The Market Place. To understand the nature of contemporaneous
Herttach you must grasp well all facets of this philosophy, set as it is to direct
our every action. It is a mechanism, when correctly applied and assuming it is
not subjected to undermining deviation, that it will inevitably, given time,
prove the superior to any other system of economics and logisticks, and lead
unerringly towards prosperity and contentment for the mass of our citizens.
Time was when Publick Solar Carts were owned and operated by The Capital
Solar Publick Cart Company, this being an adjunct of The Central Borough
Council, a forum and administration long since dismantled, and rightly so.
Our reverently remembered Great Statesperson considered such an institution
to constitute an abomination, one in truth designed to satisfy the whims of
those who worked for it, rather than the task that must surely be central, the
needs of those it is supposed to serve. Guided thus, as nowadays all matters
are, the provision of public transportation was opened up to tender and
currently there exists no fewer than fifty companies operating Publick Solar
Carts throughout and around The Capital."
THE TRAVELLER. The principles of competition I understood well, so I
informed him, but even taking note of this, why did numerous Publick Carts,
operated by differing Publick Companies, chase one another around, head to
tail. Would it not, I suggested, be more advantageous, both for themselves

and their waiting passengers, to make their arrival at more ordered and
mutually agreed intervals.
ALBERT. "How could this be Sir, their collective arrival demonstrates the
very essence of the system, that of choice. People standing in wait at The
Solar Cart Halts being able to decide at will should they patronize this cart or
perhaps that cart from one of the many available to them. This impels the
operators to provide advantages, for potential passengers, more tempting than
that proffered by their rivals.. Some decorate inside their conveyances with
pictures to sooth the eye. Others provide musicians who perform on Lutes
and sing popular ballads. The fare asked by some, the price of the journey,
may at this hour or on such a day be reduced a trifle. These and diverse other
schemes allowing the publick to enjoy untold benefits and a service in every
way superior to those dismal times prior to these changes when the only
concern addressed by The Publick Solar Cart Company was the mundane
task of transporting people from one point in the city to another."
THE TRAVELLER. Whilst I could not but consider such reasons worth
examination, declaimed as they were in a manner which was both forceful
and convincing, I could but not remark that from our recent experience,
choice did appear diminished rather than enhanced, the number of Publick
Solar Carts in total providing less places than were needed by those awaiting
on their arrival. Surely a sufficient number of commodious carts arriving at
ordered intervals would constitute a more rational means of provision.
ALBERT. Responding without giving quarter "No Sir, that cannot be. Time
may be taken for The Market to reach zenith, there can be no sound argument
against the thesis that given time, private provision will always exceed in
quality and quantity of that offered by any publick body. Tis the essential
genius of The Market Place that it contains within itself an infinite capacity
to evolve and self correct, this fact is beyond disputation."
THE TRAVELLER. The self-evident advantages of The Market Place
being apparently proven without dispute as the best means by which to order
society, I considered it wise and well mannered, and out of consideration for
the kindness and hospitality Albert had conferred on me these past few days,
not to press my doubts.

The road we were now travelling ran alongside the right bank of the mighty
river on which The Capital had been originally founded back in the mists of
time. I had heard said and read in books that once vast numbers of ships,
particularly merchant men, sailed up from the estuary, having navigated in
from distant ports and oceans, their holds battened and filled with the goods
and produce of other nations.
The multifarious strands of trade and commerce do alter, this we glean from
observation and experience, and where in times past certain arteries conveyed
goods and merchandise, life-blood that animates the commercial activities of
nations, just as in the living body, betimes through neglect, planned or
unplanned, these vital conduits sometimes thicken and circulation flows at a
diminished pace. Passing by empty wharves, unmoving windlass, rusting
gantries, the wrecks of transport wagons, warehouses, windowless and
abandoned, I could not but cast my mind back that time when these sturdy
deep water quays would have teemed with the countless activities directly
concerned with trading by ocean waters. I could also not but reflect this scene
was made additionally sad when I harkened back to the visits I had made to
several mighty ports-of-call, seaboard of The Great Continent.
The silent dockyards passed on behind us and turning a bend in the river I
espied an island of goodly proportions set fair in the middle of the slowly
moving waters. Extraordinary were the buildings rising from this place, many
were thirty levels high or even greater, capped with tiles and steep angled
roofs. Vast open areas marked out for the parking of Solar Carts. Dining
Chambers. Shops. Places for vendors, the multifarious requirements needed
to serve commercial quarters of great importance. What appeared most
singular above all else, however, was the total lack of people. The streets and
squares and buildings were totally without a sign of any living thing. Not
even a solitary Solar Cart occupied a place on the stark vastness of the
parking grounds. Here appeared to be a place in size not much smaller than a
city and yet seemed occupied only by unseen phantoms. Sweeping the scene
with mine eyes in some wonder and confusion, I was convinced that some
vital feature was lacking, though try as I could, what exactly was absent I
could not visualize within my mind. Perhaps today was a Publick holiday?
ALBERT. "Rove Island, do you not agree with me Sir, as to the impression

of awe with which it strikes ones senses." Directing his gaze in the same
direction as mine own and waving a furled Broadsheet towards the island
"Not too far distant in time, this river island overflowed with the meanest
kind of dwellings. Narrow streets and dark alleyways. Dark courtyards and
unsavoury rookeries. The squalid habitations of Tallymen, Stevedores, Street
Vendors, Costermongers and suchlike persons," Continuing soberly "A class
of men and women The Runners must closely watch should they wish to be
seen fulfilling their duties. Cut purses. Solar Cart Way Robbers.
Counterfeiters and Debasers of the coin. Inspired by the new era of change
and enterprise a combination of important joint stock companies proposed the
clearing away of what at that time existed and on asking, duly received the
eager assent of The Ruling Council to every detail of their visionary scheme.
Commencing work without delay, minor and important by laws appertaining
to the regulation of building and construction having been waived, first off
they dispersed the population who lived there to elsewhere within or outside
The Capital. The ready consent of these persons was secured with the
promise that in the due course of time much new employment would be
created by this visionary enterprise and they would be virtue of previous
residence be granted first consideration. The inhabitants gone, the island was
quickly returned back to a state of nature. Following hard on this a great body
of builders and craftsmen were put to work to erect and what we now see
before us. The greatest quarter of commerce ever to be conceived and
constructed in Herttach."
THE TRAVELLER. The conception and birth of any great and improving
enterprise could not but be commended, foresight and daring two ingredients
essential to the progress of mankind. Though I did wonder, but did not
express, as to what now was the condition of the former inhabitants. I readily
informed Albert that I was of course greatly impressed by the size and
splendour of Rove Island but could not but ask as to why at this moment of
observation the place seemed to lack any living soul. Perhaps some annual
day of rest, religious or secular, I suggested.
ALBERT. Answering to me at once without any sense of absurdity: "There
is as yet no bridge."
THE TRAVELLER. No Bridge! Seeing at once what I had in all stupidity

overlooked, though I rightly excused myself, for the absence of something so
fundamental was, I considered, beyond the possibilities of rational
comprehension.
ALBERT. "Commerce recent times has proved less active than previously
enjoyed. The Joint Stock Companies who built this place, using at that time
flat-bottomed barges to transport men and materials across the river as the
least costly means, then discovered themselves without the necessary coin
remaining within their coffers to construct a bridge, thus permanently linking
Rove Island with one or either bank of the river. No bridge was ever there
before, the original inhabitants, persons of little importance and therefore
whose convenience was not deemed worthy of consideration, travelled from
island to shore by ferry-boats. Doubtless it need not be added that a solution
to this trifling omission is being sought."
THE TRAVELLER. I proffered what I assumed to be an easy and obvious
means to resolve this omission. Would it not be in the interest of The State,
having played a part in the development of Rove Island, even though
indirectly, to assist in funding the provision of this most essential bridge,
linking river bank and island, thus to complete, fulfill and gain benefits from
the officially approved and sanctioned transformation and development?
ALBERT. "Indeed no Sir, this could not be. Must I again remind you The
Market Place directs, unconstrained, the paths of all things, and given time
resolves all problems. The builders, the financiers, The Ruling Council, are
confident that one day a fine bridge will span the waters of the river and from
that time onwards Rove Island will triumphantly fulfill its destiny."
THE TRAVELLER. Reaching this juncture I let matters repose, even
though my marked inclination was to examine further and in greater detail.
Coming to know Albert better, as I had, he being my sole mentor, guide and
close companion throughout the period of this visit of exploration and
discovery, I could not but marvel at, and perhaps envy a trifle, his absolute
conviction in what was for him untransmutable convictions concerning the
ordering of all aspects of society, convinced time being the only variable,
would prove beyond argument the means of solving all conundrums, and this
being self evident, there was no compulsion to consider any other body of
thought or opinion that might suggest an alternative, all other modes of

thought and action by definition inferior, ipso facto.
Memorandum: Perchance I might on my return to my native country
research, write and publish a pamphlet comparing the concepts of Dogma
and Pragmatism.
The route we now followed appeared to swing away from the river and about
three leagues distant we stopped. Albert informed me this was a point in the
journey where The Driver was permitted to repair to a nearby inn, there to
partake of mid-morning refreshment. Near our halting place stood a large
building built from a dull red brick. Set within a square courtyard that
bounded every side, it had the appearance of some official bureau. Outside of
it a large and chaotic multitude of people, mostly men, though some members
of the fairer sex, milled about in a straggling and disorderly line around the
entire perimeter of the building, even spilling on to the highway, the first of
the queue disappearing up the front steps and in through the main doors.
Most carried rolled up bundles of parchment, much as one might see carried
by lawyers or architects. Still others carried leather cases I assumed contained
similar papers. Above the main gates, over the heads of the surging throng,
an inscription spelled out in ornate wrought iron letters, was without doubt a
quotation from The Minikin Blue Book.

The Private will in all things exceed The Public.
The Minikin Blue Book. Saw LCIVI

Curious, I inquired what purpose this place served and why were such a
multitude of people awaiting admission.
ALBERT. "The Bureau of De-publickisation," he answered in a trice "You
will no doubt recall that the transfer much of what was previously Publick
Concern into private hands is a policy much encouraged. Well Sir, in the
early days twas simplicity itself. Publick Solar Carts. The Distribution of
Potable Water. The Ordering of Law. Manufactory of Ordinance. Mining of

Coals and Metals. These and many other arenas of endeavour were
transposed from the Publick to the Private. Such was the enthusiasm of The
Ruling Council, soon a point was reached where they were hard put to
discover what other activities if any they could consider De-Publickizing.
Concluding long and detailed consideration as to what solution there might
be to free up this obstacle, there emerged the inspired notion of throwing
open the possibility for any person, singly or in combination with others,
private individuals, Joint Stock Companies, to avail themselves of the
opportunity to suggest which hitherto unconsidered activity might benefit
from the process. All these you see here are going to present plans covering
an infinite spectrum of likely subjects. After individual representation to The
Official Clerk, the parchments you see them carrying outline their proposals,
which in due course are set before a committee, who will in a period of not
less than six months, scrutinize the project, and then assent or reject as the
case may be."
THE TRAVELLER. If favourable agreement is given, will The Public
Purse assist and ease its implementation?"
ALBERT. "Indeed so Sir, not in any manner direct. Grants, emoluments, and
exemption from certain taxes may be forthcoming. Changes to the law. The
diverting of protest. Nothing other than trifling assistance."
THE TRAVELLER. I asked him wither similar assistance was forthcoming
when the scrutinized activity was deemed to remain in the Public Domain.
ALBERT. "Funds from the public purse to maintain and succour Public
Enterprise. The mere thought of such a course of action would be most
unwise if not outright inadmissible, opening and reading from the appropriate
page in The Minikin Blue Book, a vellum bound copy of which he always
carried in his pocket.

Considering the bottomless well of public concerns when placed adjacent to
privateinitiative, the well schooled legislator knows without question into
which coffers the public coin to pour.
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THE TRAVELLER. I inquired of Albert as to the substance of the plans
being offered, the waiting throng being added to in such numbers they
threatened to swamp our transport,. the driver having returned to his station
and preparing to move off up the highway. This he did, but not without
difficulty, easing an erratic path through part of the crowd and when
unencumbered reaching a more usual velocity.
ALBERT. "Many and various are the proposals," Looking back and down
with a benevolent eye. "Better to defray and profit from the cost of
maintaining pavements, it is proposed that all pedestrians might wear a small
clockwork device recording the distance walked, a tariff to be paid by them
quarterly. Grass growing on private lawns to be charged per unit of density.
A major Joint Stock Company seeks a concession to levy a fee on sunshine,
the number of hours of its showing each day to be computed. Likewise the
rain, which often originates from private waters by evaporating upwards to
swell the clouds. Is it not proper the owners of these private lakes should not
lack in pocket, providing as they do a significant portion of this essential
element. Air has been subjected to careful scrutiny but as yet no practical
solution has been devised whereby the citizen could be made to pay for it,
though doubtless in time this problem will in due time be solved."
THE TRAVELLER. I do not intend describing the great variety of other
manifestations I observed that day, not wishing to overburden the patience of
my good readers, and also do I confess, it is in my mind that at some future
point in time, I intend to pen a second volume, wherein I will expound in
greater detail consideration concerning such matters.
After a long, stimulating, and during some moments, a trying day, we at last
reached The Solar Cart Halt where we started out our journey to view The
Capital, and alighting, walked on legs made a trifle unsteady by lack of use,
back to our lodging.
The Housekeeper opened the door to meet us and you may perhaps gather the
depth of my surprise and delight when on entering I was led into the dining

chamber by Albert, there to be confronted by a special feast prepared and
presented in my honour, this being my final evening in The Capital, and
moreover sitting around the board, some of those persons I had been
privileged to meet during my travels in The Island of Herttach. The Scrivener
General, who arrived having fetched with him for his pleasure and ours
several Demi Johns of a particularly rare product of The Far Northern
Distillation. The Proctor of The Great School greeted me warmly, his mouth
full of a preparatory apple, and handed to me a small book he had written
concerning the philosophy of instructing elites. Down from the former
industrial regions, The Controller had travelled, combining the requirement to
present an official report with an opportunity to greet me again. Generously
he presented me with several plaster trifles constructed by those under his
tutelage, all depicting engines and machines that had once powered the now
abandoned mills and factories, all painted with such messages as "Ere You
Do Not Forget Herttach and Hope You Will Return Again". For these gifts I
thanked him warmly. The Patron from the Inn of High Standing, up in town
to confer with like-minded caterers, had I understood advised upon the
assembling of the menu for the evening. Two clerks from the Office of The
Malleable Number Engine had been invited to join the company. The
Overseer from the control-room under The Great Inner Chamber of
Government had found time to join us, The Ruling Council being in recess
for the duration of a Publick Holiday. Finally, Fredrick, The Landlord of the
inn that stands under the shadow of the church of Saint Norman the
Lamenter, had broken the habit of a lifetime and journeyed up to be with us,
though I was given to understand on the morrow he was intent on meeting
those who were manufacturing much improved Rational Materials that could
be convincingly employed to replace that naturally occurring.

XVIII
Even though weary after a night of jollity and good fellowship, sitting up to a
very late hour, all of my companions seemingly eager to impress on me their
hope that I would, when writing up an account of my travels, reveal their
sundry activities in the most favourable manner, needs must we had to rise
early, break-fast and depart if I was to cross the water before nightfall.

THE TRAVELLER. Heavy were mine eyes at the morning board sitting
opposite to Albert, not just from the pleasures of the previous evening, but
added to by a touch of melancholy, this being the day of my departure from
The Island of Herttach.
Albert had arranged for me to be roused early and under my direction the boy
soon packed and stowed my baggage. I presented both him and The
Housekeeper with little gifts, made by the craftsmen of mine own native land,
kept aside in anticipation such a moments. They received these tokens with
much appreciation and wished me a safe and speedy journey homeward.
Around nine our Solar Cart was fetched and Albert again took his customary
position at the Control-Bar. Joining him at his side we moved off into traffic
lighter than was usual due to the Publick Holiday, the servants waving us an
adieu until we turned out of the side street on to the principal thoroughfare.
Little of note occurred on our journey to The Great Bridge, avoiding as we
did the Circular Solar Cart-Way around The Capital, Albert making a straight
and direct route. Sadly I must recall the lines of those moving wearily
between Hurry Stations remained much the same numbers as before. Albert
informing me such persons were allowed no respite even on Publick
Holidays.
Toward the later part of the afternoon we came to rest outside of The Money
Changers office, I requesting a halt to give me the opportunity to change back
the bag of coin I had secured on my arrival in Herttach. Taking the still
sealed, though I now I was convinced, much lighter bag of coin, from my

secure valise, I indicated to Albert I would try to keep the time taken to
transact, short. I strode into the money changer's office.
The same clerk working there as on my previous visit and handing him the
money bag, I expressed my desire to receive Golden Ecudoros in exchange.
Taking the money-bag from off me he dropped it into a draw in the desk,
without any close examination. Then opening the money-chest counted out
Six Golden Ecudoros. How could this be correct. I remonstrated with this
person who I had assumed to be a man of unblemished integrity. Looking up
with a languid and almost pitying glance he pushed his quill aside. I told him
in no uncertain manner the money-bag had never been opened or its store
depleted since he himself had given it to me. Six Golden Ecudoros indeed.
THE MONEY CHANGER. "My good Sir, I can understand any good
reason for dismay. All is as it should be. Though I glean from your
expression that I must explain. Surely Sir you have had during its time in
your possession need to examine and move The Money Bag?"
THE TRAVELLER. I retorted sharply that of course I had done so on
several occasions. But had never once opened it.
THE MONEY CHANGER. Continuing softly as if addressing a person with
limited powers of comprehension. "Then Sir you must have become aware of
the gradual reduction in weight of the bag. I see from your expression reasons
must be forthcoming. The Coin of The Island Herttach these recent times
become subject to some devaluation, that is the rate at which it could be
exchanged for the coin of other nations has declined, and if the truth be told
indeed continues to decline. A man of much ingenuity, who common
knowledge is aware has designed and constructed several engines vital to the
good order Herttach, though few men know the exact purpose of these
devices. Well Sir. he in his wisdom devised the Herttach Crowns now in
general circulation, Their weight without a hand of intervention, gradually
diminishes, thus devaluing the currency in a natural and untroubled manner.
The metal from which they are minted is a base one and therefore of little
consequence. Thus you give me twelve gold coins and in exchange I present
you with a bag of Herttach Crowns. You return at some time later, the coin
has now reduced in weight and thus value, therefore I give you back in
exchange Six Gold Ecudoros. Tis fortunate for you indeed that you did not

wish to exchange on the morrow, for on that date I could have given you but
Five. Good day to you Sir. A pleasant traversing of The Bridge and perhaps
one day we might have the honour of once again doing business with you."
THE TRAVELLER. Saying this he picked up his quill and resumed his
labours. I put the Six Golden Ecudoros in my money belt and covering it with
my waistcoat left the office, firm in my own mind that I would make no
mention to Albert of what had occurred.
The sky had begun to display the first signs of twilight when at last we found
ourselves confronted by the Transparent Barrier, unchanged since my arrival
it continued to span the entire length of the horizon and disappeared up into
the clouds.
Albert earlier had informed me that another driver would convey me back
across The Bridge to reach The Greater Continent. He regretted this was the
only course open to him, needing as he must to return to The Capital without
delay on Official business. I accepted this information with some regret
though could not help but wonder if sentiment might have played a role in
this decision, the easier to make our farewells. Not much was said. Then just
before we commenced our transit through the shimmering barrier, Albert
stopped the Solar Cart. A man of about five years and twenty stood awaiting
our arrival and getting down Albert introduced him to me as Edward, the
transit Solar Cart driver employed by The Official Agencies.
ALBERT. He reached up to shake my hand warmly "I bid you farewell Sir!
and hope that I have been of some use to you during the past days we have
spent in each others company, and further add the hope should you ever again
decide to visit these shores we will have an opportunity to renew our
acquaintance. Up and aboard ans abroad Edward."
THE TRAVELLER. Edward did as he was bid and Albert giving my hand a
final shake turned heel and strode off without a single backwards glance, not
I felt for lack of any regard for my person, but because of the difficulties I
had heard tell, the citizens of The Island of Herttach have when confronting
the demands of personal relationships.
Edwards took the control-bar, move off, The Solar Cart, in an instant we

passed through the Transparent Barrier, our view of The Great Bridge in an
instant transformed from the rickety structure observed from the Herttach
side of the barrier, into the fine construction it was in reality.
Those crossing at this time were few in number and I requested my driver to
halt a moment whilst I took a final glance back. He did so less than one half
league along The Great Bridge. Looking back I gazed intently through the
Transparent Curtain shimmering gently in the evening light and saw beyond
it green fields filled with corn, wide and uncluttered highways on which Solar
Carts travelled along with ease and facility, houses in the small town, the last
port of call before departure, the buildings fine in aspect and well maintained,
the townsfolk contentedly going about their business, as the church clock
struck on the hour.
FIN
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